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Executive Summary
Introduction

With USAID’s position as a global leader in international development, effectively managing and
leveraging knowledge is critical. USAID is required to provide accurate program specific
information, budget justifications, and mission evaluations to government bodies such as the
Office of Management and Budget and Congress quickly and securely. The tool and
methodology that enable this to occur is Knowledge Management (KM).
To better understand KM and how formal KM methodologies are implemented, USAID senior
management and PwC Consulting conducted a best-practice analysis. The purpose of this
analysis is to enable USAID to:
•
•
•
•

1.2

Review their current KM processes as summarized by the Center for Development
Information and Evaluation (CDIE) KM Review and the KM Working Group
Learn how other government agencies and private sector companies are managing
knowledge
Understand what issues and challenges arose when organizations implemented KM
initiatives
Determine what models should be duplicated from those best-in-class organizations
to jumpstart KM at USAID

Approach

Our KM approach for USAID includes four main steps:
1. Review USAID analyses to describe existing KM practices
2. Identify best practices in KM in the development community, the Federal
government, and the private sector
3. Compare USAID KM practices to peers and best practices
4. Identify opportunities for innovation and make recommendations
We have compared peer and best practice organizations using four dimensions:
•
•
•
•

Strategy and Leadership
Organization and Processes
People and Culture
Technology and Systems

Peer organizations examined for this analysis include:
•
•
•
•
•

World Bank
UK Department for International Development (DFID)
Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA)
Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation (SDC)
Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research (CGIAR)
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UNDP Sub-Regional Resource Facility (SURF)
The Tear Fund

Current USAID KM Practices

Based on the Center for Development Information and Evaluation (CDIE) KM Review, the
findings of the KM Working Group, and interviews conducted by PwC Consulting with various
stakeholders, a summary of the current “as-is” KM practice is presented.
•

Strategy and Leadership
While there is no formal KM strategy, there is a substantial interest in KM within USAID and
a long history of knowledge generation and information knowledge sharing. Larger
communication and learning strategies need to be fully and formally embraced as a key
focus of USAID’s mission and strategy. This will enable USAID to better understand KM
and to demonstrate management’s commitment to it. The biggest challenge lies in the
existing silos that maintain their own missions, strategies, and KM. Centralized strategies
and technology will help bridge this divide.

•

Organization and Process
There are numerous ad-hoc KM processes and groups organized around specific initiatives,
of which the KM Working Group is one. Many KM processes within the organization are
excellent, however these processes represent vertical markets (Pillar/Bureaus) and are not
shared across the Agency. There are a few CoPs within the Agency but they are informal
and ad-hoc.

•

People and Culture
USAID staff overall has a tremendous interest in sharing knowledge and seeking
information. Time, however, is a factor. USAID maintains an action-focused culture where
multiple tasks are juggled at a time. KM needs to be seen and understood as a core ethic or
value. Proper incentives are needed to entice employees to share information outside of
their Pillar/Bureaus. USAID’s multiple cultures (appointees, foreign service, civil service,
contractors) also complicates matters as some distrust exists.

•

Technology and Systems
There are numerous KM systems and applications in place and underway at USAID. These
initiatives often occur within a Pillar/Bureau and are not integrated with other similar efforts.
A KM technology strategy is needed to implement the very well endowed systems inventory.
A few minor upgrades to systems are recommended.
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KM Best Practices
Foreign Assistance Peer Group
World
Bank

SDC

CIDA

SURF

CGIAR

DFID

The
Tear
Fund

Strategy and Leadership
Formal KM Strategy
Articulated

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Limited

Yes

Yes

Limited

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Planned

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Limited

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Planned

No

No

No

No

No

KM Incentives in
Performance
Standards

Yes

No

No

Limited

Limited

Yes

Limited

KM Change
Management Program

Yes

Planned

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

KM Training

Yes

Planned

Planned

Planned

Planned

Planned

Planned

KM Technology
Architecture
Developed

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Planned

Planned

KM Net Portals

Yes

Limited

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Limited

Limited

No

Yes

Limited

Limited

Yes

Limited

Yes

Yes

Yes

Limited

Limited

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Limited

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Limited

Yes

KM Strategy Linked to
Overall Strategy
Leadership
Sponsorship and
Participation

Organization and Processes
Formal KM Unit and
Process
CoPs Operational and
Supported
Learning Reviews
Operational and
Supported
Story Telling
Supported
People and Culture

Technology and Systems

Online Expertise
Directories
Facilitated CoPs
Online
Electronic Document
Management
Groupware
Collaborative Software
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Lessons Learned

When all organizations are considered, we have identified the following best practices:
Strategy and Leadership
Knowledge leaders articulate an integrated KM strategy
Knowledge leaders develop KM metrics and measures
Knowledge leaders involve leadership in KM activities
Organization and Processes
Knowledge leaders have established a permanent KM unit or a focused KM development team
Knowledge leadership have focused their initial efforts around CoPs
Knowledge leaders agree that learning reviews are important, but implementation is mixed
Knowledge leaders emphasize the importance of story telling and success stories
People and Culture
Performance standards are a critical element of addressing culture
KM change management programs are critical
Creating an environment that encourages openness is key to establishing knowledge
Technology and Systems
Knowledge Leaders Implement KM Portals

1.6

Recommendations and Implementation Plan

Based on the best practices and lessons learned, several short and long-term recommendations
have emerged that USAID should consider through a KM implementation.
Strategy and Leadership
Short-Term Recommendation
Ongoing Development of an Action Focused KM Strategy that Clearly Articulates KM Goals, Strategies, and
Responsibilities
Demonstrate Benefits and Secure Necessary Approvals
Communicate Strategy and Obtain Stakeholder Input
Signal Management Commitment
Long-Term Recommendations
Integrate KM into Other Missions
Develop KM Metrics and Measures
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Provide On-Going Leadership
Organization and Process
Short-Term Recommendation
Completed Detailed Knowledge Mapping
Establish Centralized KM Leadership Organization and Key KM Roles
Develop Formal CoPs
Develop Success Stories and Story Telling Processes
LPA Communication Strategy and Plan
Long-Term Recommendations
Develop Learning Reviews
Establish Long-Term CoP Management and Operation Governance Model
Initiate Knowledge-Based Business Process Reengineering
People and Culture
Short-Term Recommendation
Develop KM Change Management and Communication Program – Focus on CoPs
Long-Term Recommendations
Develop KM in Performance Standards
Develop KM Training Program
Technology and Systems
Short-Term Recommendations
Develop KM Technical Architecture and Facilitate its Agency-Wide Implementation
Pursue High-Profile Technology Projects that Will Yield Major Targeted Benefits
Integrate Data Sources and Add New Data
Long-Term Recommendations
Develop Advanced KM Portal

1.7

Pilot Approach to Implementation

The clear message of numerous KM implementations of USAID’s peers and best-practice
organizations is that KM initiatives should be implemented on a narrow basis within one
organizational component and then gradually broadened out to the entire organization. Based
on this lesson learned, we highly recommend this type of an approach for the KM initiatives.
Furthermore, by building on these successes, this model relies on the power of demonstration
to spread innovations and convert staff to supporting KM. By focusing resources on an initial
implementation, an organization can concentrate on a single component. An organization is
more likely to be successful than if it had spread its resources throughout all components. As
workers in other components see the benefits of the KM implementation in the initial
component, they are likely to be more open and willing to adopt KM innovations as they are
offered. As a result, implementation moves from being command driven to demand driven. The
Proprietary and Confidential
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outcome is that further implementations are likely to be easier and less resource intensive.
Considering the benefits of this model, we have cast our recommendations and implementation
plan in these terms. Thus, we have organized our plan around:
Limited initiatives focused on small manageable scopes with clear “win” or
success conditions that can show dramatic public successes and real benefits
Following this logic, we recommend a series of high-impact pilot projects that will support the
development of a knowledge driven community. The recommended pilot projects meet the
following criteria:
•
•
•

Narrow Scope – provide capacity for measurable, manageable, and traceable results
High Impact / Visibility with Demonstrable Benefits – provide the project with high
visibility to demonstrate success and support the development of demand
Ongoing Learning – results of the pilot projects will provide a foundation for ongoing
learning for future implementations regarding KM

Based on the criteria above, the following pilot projects are recommended:
•
•
•

KM Pilot PMO: Oversee the pilot KM projects and provide strategy and leadership
support and tracking and benchmarking progress
Pilot 1: Create a success story process, database, and homepage
Pilot 2: Implement pilot KM portals for one CoP focused on: (1) policy and program
issues and (2) a technical CoP (e.g., AIDS/Africa)

The next exhibit illustrates how these pilot projects will be implemented at a high level.
Exhibit 1. Schedule for Major Projects
Task Name
KM PMO Pilot

B

Month 1
M
E

B

Month 2
M
E

B

Month 3
M E

B

Month 4
M
E

B

Month 5
M E

B

Month 6
M
E

B

Month 7
M
E

Month 8
B M E

Provide Strategic and Leadership Support
Develop a KM Communication Plan
Develop a Change Management Strategy
Implement Communications Plan and CM
Knowledge Fairs
Pilot 1 - Success Stories
Pilot 2 - KM Portals
CoP1 - KM Portals
CoP2 - KM Portals
CoP3 - KM Portals
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Introduction

Internet centers in Afghanistan, Sudan’s transition to peace, improved health conditions in
Guatemala -- these best practices coupled with news events, reports and evaluations, and
country and sector statistics tell the story of USAID. The storytellers vary from small missions in
countries across the globe and non-profit development partners to USAID’s Washington office
and its hundreds of contractors. The tool and methodology that connects the story to the teller
is knowledge management (KM), the process by which an organization’s information or
knowledge is captured, organized, stored, accessed, and used.
As a global leader in international development, effectively managing and leveraging this
knowledge is critical. With government bodies such as the Office of Management and Budget
and Congress requiring country and program specific information, budget justifications, and
mission evaluations, KM enables the small mission or USAID headquarters to access this
sensitive information securely and quickly.
In better understand KM and determine how formal KM methodologies are implemented, USAID
senior management and PwC Consulting conducted a best-practice analysis. The purpose of
this analysis is to enable USAID to:
•
•
•
•

Review their current KM processes as summarized by the Center for Development
Information and Evaluation (CDIE) KM Review and the KM Working Group
Learn how other government agencies and private sector companies are managing
knowledge
Understand what issues and challenges arose when organizations implemented KM
initiatives
Determine what models should be duplicated from those best-in-class organizations
to jumpstart KM at USAID

Data for this report are based on:
•
•
•
•
•

Interviews with USAID KM stakeholders
Reviews of USAID KM documents and studies
Review of USAID KM systems and their content
KM literature and internal analyses from other organizations
PwC Consulting internal analyses and data
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Approach

Our KM approach for USAID includes four main steps.

1. USAID
Analysis

2. Identify Best
Practices of
Peer
Organizations

Mission and
Leadership

Technology
and Systems

People and
Culture

Organization
and
Processes

•

World Bank

•

Department for International Development (DFID)

•

Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA)

•

Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation (SDC)

•

Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research
(CGIAR)

•

UNDP Sub-Regional Resource Facility (SURF)

•

The Tear Fund

4.Recommend
Changes to
Improve
USAID’s
Performance

3. Compare and
Determine Where
USAID Can Improve

Identify best-practices from
non-peers that are useful and
can be duplicated

Exhibit 2. Overview of Methodology
Proprietary and Confidential
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USAID Analysis

Our team reviewed several KM strategy documents including the CDIE Review and met with
USAID’s KM strategy consultants, KM Working Group, and key employees to learn about
current KM initiatives and gain an understanding of the Agency as a whole.
3.2

Identify Best Practices of Peer Organizations

Tapping the knowledge base of peer organizations, the team gathered the lessons learned and
best practices surrounding KM.
Exhibit 3. USAID Peer Group

World Bank
UK Department for International Development (DFID)
Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA)
Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation (SDC)
Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research (CGIAR)
UNDP Sub-Regional Resource Facility (SURF)
The Tear Fund

The team assessed the best practices using a four-dimension approach. Each of the
dimensions listed below are accompanied by a short definition and a number of specific
initiatives undertaken by organizations to achieve excellence in KM.
Exhibit 4. Definition of KM Evaluation Dimensions

KM
Dimension
Strategy and
Leadership
Organization
and
Processes

People and
Culture

Definition
The articulation of KM strategic goals
and the linkage between this strategy
and overall strategic goals and
objectives.
The structure, process, and
organization of the KM functions are
formalized and understood.
Specifically, it addresses the extent to
which knowledge flows, between
knowledge seekers and knowledge
sources.
The readiness of an organization and
its people to embrace the values and
beliefs that drive people’s day-to-day
work. It includes incorporating KM into
i ti ’
d i di id l’

Initiatives Organizations Have Undertaken
to Achieve KM Excellence
Formal KM Strategy Articulated
KM Strategy Linked to Overall Strategy
Leadership Sponsorship and/or Participation
Formal KM Unit
Communities of Practice (CoPs) Operational
and Supported
Learning Reviews Operational and Supported
Story Telling Supported and Documented
Re-Engineered Knowledge Aware Processes
KM Incentives in Performance Standards
KM Change Management Program
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Exhibit 4. Definition of KM Evaluation Dimensions

KM
Dimension

Technology
and Systems

Definition
an organization’s and individual’s
norms, symbols, work climate, and
philosophy.
The degree to which current and
planned investments in knowledgeenabling technologies, including data
warehousing, messaging and groupware, electronic document
management, business intelligence,
workflow, and Web-based technologies
support the production and
management of knowledge.

Initiatives Organizations Have Undertaken
to Achieve KM Excellence
KM Training
KM Technology Architecture Developed
KM Portals, Knowledge Bases on the Intranet
Information/Knowledge Competencies
Identified
Online Expertise Directories
Facilitated CoPs Online
Electronic Document Management
Groupware/Collaborative Software

The following ranking conventions are used to provide a snapshot of how an organization is
achieving KM excellence.

Exhibit 5. Ranking Conventions
KM Initiative
Operational and Functioning
Planned or Operational for some units
Under Discussion/Development
Not Present, Not Planned

Score
=
=
=
=

Yes
Limited
Planned
No

3.3 Compare and Determine Where USAID Can Improve
This report also informally compares USAID’s operations to a number of other best-practice
organizations. These additional best practice initiatives are not scored however, as the
organizations are not true peers of USAID. These initiatives are instead provided as examples
and guidelines that USAID might want to adopt in specific instances. For example, due to the
diversity and complexity of the US Army and its hierarchical organization, direct comparisons
between USAID and the Army are difficult. However, the story of how the Army adopted and
developed CoPs has important lessons for USAID. As such, the Army’s best practices in
developing CoPs are illustrated within this document.
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The following two resources were used to identify additional best practices outside of USAID’s
peer base.
•

The Most Admired Knowledge Enterprises (MAKE): This group was identified by a
survey of the 2000 most admired KM enterprises, conducted by the Telos Group (a UK
based survey firm). The survey was sent to the chief executive officer, chief financial
officer, and chief technology officer/chief information officer of each of the Fortune
Global 500 companies. These individuals were considered to be in the best position to
comment on the knowledge-based performance of their competitors and peers.
Additionally, 200 chief knowledge officers and leading knowledge management
practitioners were selected because of their expert knowledge of the subject and insider
knowledge regarding which companies were recognized as exemplars in managing
knowledge to achieve organizational goals leading to superior enterprise performance.

•

Additional Public Sector Leaders: As the MAKE Survey focused on the private sector,
a number of public sector organizations were also identified. These organizations were
featured on the Federal CIO website on KM and the KM.Gov site (a Federal KM site).
Exhibit 6. Comparison Group

MAKE Top Performers

•

Buckman
Laboratories

•
•
•

General Electric
Hewlett-Packard
Cisco Systems

•
•
•
•
•

Microsoft
Ernst & Young
Xerox
Nokia
Arthur Andersen

•
•
•
•

Scandia
Intel
IBM
Lucent
Technologies

•
•
•
•
•

BP Amoco
Siemens
3M
Royal Dutch/Shell
PwC

Public Sector Organizations
US Army
Department of State
Social Security Administration (SSA)

Department of Navy (DoN)
Federal Highway Administration (FHA)
NASA

3.4 Recommend Changes to Improve USAID’s Performance
Based on our analysis of USAID’s position relative to its peers, we have identified potential
innovations that USAID could adopt and have recommended how USAID could reach bestpractice status.
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Current USAID KM Practices

Based on the CDIE KM Review, the findings of the KM Working Group, and interviews
conducted by PwC Consulting with various stakeholders, a summary of the current “as-is” KM
practice is as follows:
4.1 Strategy and Leadership
While there is no formal KM strategy, there is a substantial interest in KM within USAID and a
long history of knowledge generation and information knowledge sharing. Larger
communication and learning strategies need to be fully and formally embraced as a key focus of
USAID’s mission and strategy. This will enable USAID to better understand KM and to
demonstrate management’s commitment to it. The biggest challenge lies in the existing silos
that maintain their own missions, strategies, and KM. Centralized strategies and technology will
help bridge this divide.
4.2 Organization and Process
There are numerous ad-hoc KM processes and groups organized around specific initiatives, of
which the KM Working Group is one. Many KM processes within the organization are excellent,
however these processes represent vertical markets (Pillar/Bureaus) and are not shared across
the Agency. There are a few CoPs within the Agency but are informal and ad-hoc.
4.3 People and Culture
USAID staff overall has a tremendous interest in sharing knowledge and seeking information.
Time, however, is a factor. USAID maintains an action-focused culture where multiple tasks are
juggled at a time. KM needs to be seen and understood as a core ethic or value. Proper
incentives are needed to entice employees to share information outside of their Pillar/Bureaus.
USAID’s multiple cultures (appointees, foreign service, civil service, contractors) also
complicates matters as some distrust exists.
4.4 Technology and Systems
There are numerous KM systems and applications in place and underway at USAID. These
initiatives often occur within a Pillar/Bureau and are not integrated with other similar efforts. A
KM technology strategy is needed to implement the very well endowed systems inventory. A
few minor upgrades to systems are recommended.
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KM Best Practices

5.1

Summary Best Practice and Peer Rankings

Based on our analyses, we have developed the following summary rankings of KM practices in
USAID’s peer group.
5.1.1

Strategy and Leadership

Strategy and Leadership is divided into three main categories: Formal KM Strategy Articulated,
KM Strategy Linked to Overall Strategy, and Leadership Sponsorship and Participation.
Foreign Assistance
Peer Group

Formal KM Strategy KM Strategy Linked to
Articulated
Overall Strategy

Leadership
Sponsorship and
Participation

World Bank

Yes

Yes

Yes

SDC

Yes

Yes

Yes

CIDA

Yes

Yes

No

SURF

Yes

Yes

Yes

CGIAR

Yes

Yes

Yes

DFID

Yes

Yes

Limited

The Tear Fund

Yes

Yes

Yes

Definitions:

•
•

•

Formal KM Strategy Articulated: A strategy for KM has been developed through a structured, formal
process and has been clearly and unambiguously communicated to key stakeholders.
KM Strategy Linked to Overall Strategy: The KM strategy has been integrated into the overall
organization strategy.
Leadership Sponsorship and Participation: The organization has publicly and unambiguously
signalled support for KM and the KM strategy to key stakeholders.

When all organizations are considered, we have identified the following best practices for this
area:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A KM strategy is prepared and agreed to by the organization
The KM strategy is integrated with the enterprise’s business strategy
A KM business case supporting the KM strategy is approved by the organization
A KM budget is allocated to implement the recommendations covering cultural and
change management, enabling technologies, and redesigning knowledge processes and
flows
KM principles are an intrinsic part of business and operational plans
Measurements are in place to gauge success/impact on the business
Active, public sponsorship of and involvement in KM activities and initiatives by senior
leadership
Success of knowledge management technologies are measured regularly with formal
feedback loops for ongoing continuous improvement and for future strategic planning
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Organization and Processes

Organization and Processes are divided into four main categories: Formal KM Unit and
Process, CoPs Operational and Supported, Learning Reviews Operational and Supported, and
Story Telling Supported.
Foreign
Assistance Peer
Group
World Bank

Formal KM Unit
and Process

Learning
CoPs Operational
Reviews
and Supported Operational and
Supported

Story Telling
Supported

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

SDC

Limited

Planned

No

Planned

CIDA

Yes

Yes

No

No

SURF

Yes

Yes

No

No

CGIAR

Yes

Yes

No

No

DFID

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

The Tear Fund

Yes

Limited

Yes

No

Definitions:
•
Formal KM Unit and Process: The organization has established a formal group with KM
responsibilities, staff, budget, and facilities.
•
CoP Operation and Supported: CoPs (see glossary for definition) are formally recognized by the
organization, functioning, and has budgetary, technical, and staff support.
•
Learning Reviews Operational and Supported: The organization has established a formal process
for conducting learning reviews (see glossary for definition) that is functioning and has budgetary,
technical, and staff support.
•
Story Telling Supported: The organization has established a process for identifying, codifying, storing,
managing, and communicating narratives that describe organizational operations and outputs.

When all organizations are considered, we have identified the following best practices for this
area:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A formal KM unit is established within the organization
KM principles, processes, and technologies are utilized to leverage organizational
knowledge
KM staff roles/jobs are established to support a KM framework, leveraging and building
on knowledge for competitive gain
KM roles may include (specific roles depends on KM framework adopted):
o Knowledge brokers, subject matter experts, knowledge manager, quality
assurance
Knowledge flows within core business processes are mapped and redesigned within the
KM framework (knowledge-centric re-engineering)
Knowledge flows within business processes involving external stakeholders and
business partners are optimized
The framework utilizes KM enabling technologies like workflow, electronic document
management, and web technology
CoPs are established and operational
Story telling is linked to performance measures and evaluation.
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People and Culture

People and Culture are divided into three categories: KM Incentives in Performance Standards,
KM Change Management Program, and KM Training.

KM Incentives in
Performance
Standards

KM Change
Management
Program

KM Training

World Bank

Yes

Yes

Yes

SDC

No

Planned

Planned

CIDA

No

Yes

Planned

SURF

Limited

Yes

Planned

CGIAR

Limited

Yes

Planned

Yes

Yes

Planned

Limited

Yes

Planned

Foreign Assistance
Peer Group

DFID
The Tear Fund

Definitions:
•
KM Incentives in Performance Standards: The organization has integrated knowledge creation,
sharing, communication, seeking/using as a part of the formal description of the roles and
responsibilities and gives credit for KM activities in performance standards and employee evaluations.
•
KM Change Management Program: The organization has established a program for communicating
KM initiatives and encouraging and facilitating cultural change toward a more KM sensitive
organization.
•
KM Training: The organization has established training and education programs that enable staff to
improve their KM skills and abilities.

When all organizations are considered, we have identified the following best practices:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

KM strategies are established to facilitate appropriate cultural changes
The success of cultural changes are tracked and measured on a routine basis
The organization is strongly aware of the need for knowledge management
Staff is fully aware of the critical nature, relevance, and impact of KM
Senior management supports a program whereby every organization member receives
orientation training in knowledge management before starting work
Cultural enablers and barriers are identified, reviewed (with supporting evidence), and
acted on by senior management
Senior management and HR support and measure ongoing KM training programs
Staff or external consultants skilled in KM are utilized to educate staff on KM principles
and to relate KM to day-to-day work activities and processes
Information and knowledge silos are eliminated
Client/customer - focused views prevail (cross-departments)
Fragmentation is eliminated, knowledge and information separation is maintained under
software control
Knowledge flows are mapped and redesigned within the knowledge management
framework addressing:
o Bottlenecks (over reliance on individuals)
o Dead-ends (who to contact or where to locate)
Knowledge flows through to external stakeholders and business partners
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Technology and Systems

Technology and Systems are divided into six categories: KM Technology Architecture
Developed, KM Net Portals, Online Expertise Directories, Facilitated CoPs Online, Electronic
Document Management, and Groupware Collaborative Software.
KM
Technology
Architecture
Developed

KM Net
Portals

Online
Expertise
Directories

Facilitated
CoPs Online

World Bank

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

SDC

No

Limited

Limited

Limited

Yes

Yes

CIDA

No

Yes

Limited

Yes

Yes

Yes

SURF

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

CGIAR

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

DFID

Planned

Yes

Limited

Limited

Limited

Limited

The Tear Fund

Planned

Yes

Limited

Limited

Yes

Yes

Foreign
Assistance Peer
Group

Electronic
Groupware
Document Collaborative
Management
Software

Definitions:
•
KM Technology Architecture Developed: Development of a formal plan and design for KM technology implementation
and operation within an organization.
•
KM Net Portals: A Web application that provides an entrance point into KM databases, systems, and tools.
•
Online Expertise Directories: A web-based application that enables users to access a listing of staff that identifies their
knowledge, skills, and abilities.
•
Facilitated CoPs Online: Web-based portal that provides access to CoP and is monitored by dedicated staff.
•
Electronic Document Management: Systems that manage the process of document production, revision, and release.
Typically they incorporate a central database and networking software. Usually the document database is accessible over
a local area network and is used to store all documents for a specific project, division, or organisation.
•
Groupware Collaborative Software: Groupware refers to programs that help people work together collectively while
located remotely from each other. Groupware services can include the sharing of calendars, collective writing, e-mail
handling, shared database access, electronic meetings with each person able to see and display information to others, and
other activities.

When all organizations are considered, we have identified the following best practices for this
area:
•
•
•
•

A formal integrated KM technology architecture and strategy is established and
implemented for the organization
Objectives and success criteria are agreed to across the organization
Measures are in place to assess the impact of the technologies on the business,
comparing anticipated performance measures against estimates
Enabling technologies are implemented across the organization (within an enterprise
integrated KM architecture) and include:
o Electronic document management for managing organizational documents
(electronic and hardcopy files)
o KM workflow process automation
o Integrated search engine for knowledge location
o GroupWare for knowledge collaboration and sharing
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Intranet/web technology for knowledge publishing and access (organization
and external stakeholders / business partners)
o Modelling and analysis tools available via KM Portal
Information Systems/KM strategy are clearly communicated, understood, and mutually
dependent
Both codified and tacit knowledge sources are identified and mapped within the
organization, a formal knowledge map (this could include external sources as well)
These knowledge sources are consolidated into a corporate knowledge repository within
a knowledge management framework
o Tacit knowledge consolidation initiatives include:
Capturing experience and know-how into the corporate repository
(e.g., Lessons learned, product knowledge)
Electronic means (e.g., Knowledge map)
Search engine technology is deployed across the knowledge base
Formal security controls are enforced on knowledge sources across the organization
through electronic document management technology
Formal segmentation and ranking of knowledge and information within the various
sources is implemented within the overall knowledge management framework
Policies and procedures are in place to ensure ongoing quality assurance through
initiatives such as audits, sampling, subject matter expert validation, etc.
o Subject matter experts are utilized for quality assurance.
The framework establishes a knowledge network linking knowledge seekers to finders.
o

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
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Lessons Learned

Based on the data collected above, we have identified a series of lessons learned that provide
key insights for USAID as it develops its KM initiatives.
5.2.1

Strategy and Leadership

5.2.1.1 The Importance of an Articulated, Integrated KM Strategy
Almost all of the Agency’s peers have enunciated a formal KM strategy and vision. This vision
appears to be a necessary first step in the process of developing a world-class KM organization.
The KM vision and strategy must be linked to the Agency’s mission. This encourages other
initiatives to consider KM and coordinate with KM leaders.
Without a common KM strategy and vision, specific sectors or units tend to carry out their own
KM initiatives to meet their own specific needs. Though this may be viewed as a positive
development, the lack of an integrated strategy makes the sharing of knowledge across sectors
or units difficult. There is likely to be a duplication of efforts, less efficient use of resources, and
limited cross learning between business sectors. This precludes knowledge from becoming a
driver of collaboration within common problem areas. It also becomes difficult to determine
KM’s contribution towards fulfilling the overall strategic business initiatives of the organization.

Formal KM Strategy and Action Plans
The CIDA Experience
The Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA) has formally established a KM mission (KM Initiative
impact statement) that calls for:
“All those who work at CIDA value, share and have ready access to technical expertise, our
learning from experience and knowledge of sustainable development and poverty
reduction…. This expertise, learning and knowledge is widely available to partners
domestically, internationally and in client countries and it continuously informs and stimulates
improvement in Agency programs and policies”.
Formally acknowledging and crafting a KM mission for CIDA raised KM’s visibility, demonstrated management
commitment to KM, and required that other initiatives formally coordinate and consider KM. As a result, KM
was built into CIDA’s Agency Results Plan. The KM unit cooperates with key several internal partners including
the Business Transformation Unit (on engaging the Agency in knowledge sharing and continuous learning as a
key change management processes), the IT Group (on collaborative technologies and content management
issues), the Corporate Team (on pilot projects) and HR (to integrate KM practices into HR practices, to improve
recognition and acknowledgement of knowledge sharing).
(Chartrand2000, Poplawski 2000)
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5.2.1.2 The Importance of Developing KM Metrics and Measures
A key element of KM leaders has been their emphasis on developing measures and metrics for
KM. Developing these measures enables the leaders to determine:
•
•
•
•

How KM actions contribute to overall strategic goals
Which KM mechanisms produce benefits
The rationale for KM initiatives
Analyze investment trade-offs

The Department of the Navy (DoN) has been a leader in developing measures and metrics for
KM. The Navy developed two types of measures: quantitative measures (e.g., leadership
participation and use of KM tools, number of users, frequency of use, numbers of downloads,
amount (bytes) of data contributed); and qualitative measures (e.g., story telling) (Seeden 2000,
Hanley and Malafsky 1999, Bennet 2002). Qualitative measures and story telling are addressed
in detail in Section 4. In terms of quantitative measures, the Navy focused on developing the
data to support and track the accomplishments of business goals in three KM areas:
•
•
•

Program and process management
Program operations and execution
KM training

The types of measures used by the Navy are within this report’s appendix. These measures
could be easily adapted to USAID’s emerging KM program. Below we provide some examples
of how the Navy has evaluated and measured the impact of KM.
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KM Impact Management
The Navy Experience
KM Objective
• Provide Point-of-Care authoritative medical information to deployed providers
KM Approach
• Built a Digital Library with validated information with user-centered design
• Shore server and CDROM to all ships, subs, aviation groups, hospitals, Marine battalions
• User-friendly: low graphics, simple HTML, problem-based taxonomy
• Content: DON & Fed Medical Manuals, peer reviewed web site
Measures
• Content, downloads: 200MB, Planned book, 500 links to 80MB, 40 books, 200 links
• Availability: low BW network to server; CDROM distribution
• Usage: 3250 users/day, 100K pages/month, conflicts (Balkans)
• Popularity: access top problems and promotions
• User demographics: 56% US military, 30% US civilian, 14% foreign
Results

•
•

Provided broader array of medical information than ship print library
Provided rapid updates when needed

(Hanley and Malafsky 1999)

5.2.1.3 The Importance of Leadership Sponsorship and Participation
All leading KM development organizations acknowledge the importance of active and visible
support by senior leadership to the development of KM activities. Without visible leadership
backing, KM is not seen as an important priority. Managers and staff do not understand the
importance of KM and it tends to languish as “just one more initiative.”
KM Leadership in Action
The World Bank Experience
Senior leadership was one of the key factors in developing KM activities at the World Bank. Beginning in
1997, the World Bank president held several “town hall” meetings with the staff to explain his KM vision. He
also added his very public sponsorship to a number of KM communication initiatives. As a result, the Bank
organized two Knowledge Fairs at its HQ. CoPs displayed their knowledge sharing activities and illustrated
examples of the benefits of KM. This fair was attended by thousands of visitors, the Bank president, and
senior managers. This success led the president to repeat the fair during the Bank’s annual meetings.
(Pommier 2000 a,b)
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Best practice organizations in the private and public sector have also identified the importance
of publicly enunciating a KM strategy and demonstrating management commitment to KM. For
example:
•

General Electric’s former CEO Jack Welch had led an aggressive effort to embed
knowledge sharing throughout GE. Today, “failure to share knowledge at GE is
considered to be the equivalent of an ethics violation.” Managers are trained in the “2G
Process:” Generating new knowledge and best practices, and Generalizing that
knowledge for transfer to other parts of the GE enterprise.

•

Hewlett Packard Consulting focused its knowledge management program on its strategic
business units and their communities of consultants. The HPC knowledge management
program now supports HPC consultants globally with tools and methods such as
Learning Communities, Knowledge Maps, and Project Snapshots.

•

Nokia’s Futurewatch program employs knowledge management in the service of one of
its strategic capabilities: product innovation and development. Knowledge
management methods and tools reduce the cycle time required to go from the
generation of new product ideas to the commercialization of new products.
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Organization and Processes

5.2.2.1 Knowledge Leaders Have Established a Permanent KM Unit or a Focused KM
Development Team
In order to stimulate KM best practices, organisations have created a dedicated unit to take the
work forward in the initial stages. All have created a small, internal team under the control of a
senior-level leader. This is usually resourced centrally, and in some cases supported by
external consultants for guidance and reference.
Two different models can be used as examples (Mathews 2000).
•
•

Permanent knowledge management unit: Owns KM with dedicated staff and
supported by formal networks.
Temporary project team: Aims to work itself out of a job within a limited time frame
(e.g., two years). The goal is to “infect” their host organisation with KM principles and to
transform procedures and practices across the organisation without being the sole
owners of the agenda. For example, BP established a KM unit with 10 full time staff
with the aim of putting itself out of business in two years by embedding Knowledge
Management in core business processes. The initial team had the role of nurturing
Knowledge Management & BP in its nest. After two years, the team was disbanded.
Only two Knowledge Management staff remain today to keep the new BP teams afloat.
Many Knowledge Management tools and approaches are now part of BP culture.

Most of USAID’s peers have followed the permanent KM unit model. KM units are commonly
found in one of three locations within an organization:
•
•
•

Within finance functional areas
Within IT functional areas
Within strategy functional areas

However, over time, KM units seem to be most often located in operations or policy.
Example Locations and Resources of KM Units in Development Peer Group
Location

FTEs (2001-20002)

World Bank

Strategy/Corporate

3 (core team only)

DFID

Strategy/Corporate

2.5

SDC

IT

2

CIDA

Strategy/Corporate

0.5
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.
Organizing KM
The World Bank Experience
The KM unit in the World Bank has evolved over time. At the program’s inception, it was attached to the IT
group because attention was primarily focused on building a KM system (i.e., a repository of knowledge
collections). When CoPs gained importance, attention shifted to connecting people for accelerating learning
and bringing the benefits of knowledge sharing to operations. To reflect this new orientation, the KM unit
moved to the vice-presidency Operation Core Services.
(Pommier 2000 a)

The KM unit normally includes:
•
•
•
•

A small central unit (five people) with overall coordination and facilitation responsibilities
Operational managers in the networks and the regions who are responsible for
implementing the knowledge-sharing program
Facilitated CoPs
A governance body (knowledge management council) that is responsible at the
corporate level for the overall knowledge management policy functions
Executive
Sponsor

KM PMO
Knowledge
Manager

Content Manager

CoP Facilitator

Technology
Manager

CoP Development Team
(Temporary)
Change Leader
Technical Leader
SMEs (as needed)
Technical Resources (as Needed)

CoP Community Leaders in Pillars

Exhibit 7. Sample Organizational Chart
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It should be stressed that the KM organization typically works within a larger network of KM
within their organization. Thus, the World Bank (a best practice organization) operates a
relatively small KM unit but has more than 1,200 CoPs and KM leaders throughout the
organization. In this, and other best practice organizations, the KM unit acts as a clearinghouse
for information and best practices, leads KM activities within the organization, and supports new
initiatives.
Thus, the key functions of peer and best-practice KM units are to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Take ownership of KM within the organization and provide leadership
Develop and oversee KM policy
Develop, implement, and update KM technology and architecture
Develop KM communication and education initiates
Initiate, catalyze, sponsor, and help maintain CoPs
Develop and implement performance measures
Manage, organize, and develop content (at least initially)

KM units tend to follow a fairly standard life-cycle where the unit gradually moves from heavy
involvement in developing KM systems and content to sponsoring and coordinating KM
activities and measuring performance. The US Army and the Department of Navy are leaders
in developing KM efforts and represent the most ambitious attempts to develop an integrated
learning organization. In the beginning, CoPs emerged from self-identified networks and offices
(e.g., the Judge Advocate Generals (JAG) Officer). As the organization began to understand
the value of KM, pressures grew to organize the KM under one authority. As a result, the Army
launched an initiative to centralize KM on command (NetCom) and combine all CoPs under a
single portal (Cuviello 2002). Furthermore, attention began to move away from technologyfocused initiatives towards measuring performance and cultural change. Similarly, the Navy has
almost completely refocused its office charged with KM from a focus on technology towards a
focus on performance management and measurement.
5.2.2.2 Knowledge Leadership Have Focused Their Initial Efforts Around CoPs
Almost all knowledge leaders agree that a key element of developing a leading KM organization
is to develop organized, formal CoPs. USAID has numerous informal or semi-formal CoPs.
However, knowledge leaders invest substantial resources in institutionalizing and formalizing
CoP operation. Technology plays an extremely important part in organizing CoPs. Technology
and systems issues related to CoPs are addressed in detail in later sections. However, while
technical issues are important and technology initiatives are a good way to focus organizational
interest around CoP development, technology is not everything. Important cultural and
organizational issues are involved in the development of CoPs. For example, potential
members of CoPs must be made aware of their existence and see a benefit from participating in
them. Further, cultural barriers must be addressed that frequently prevent individuals from
participating in CoPs. For example, CIDA has a large number of communities of practice, but
CIDA staff admits that cultural barriers prevent communication within these CoPs.
Based on the experience of numerous Federal agencies and a series of recommendations
made by the Federal CIO’s Council on CoPs, we have identified a series of best practices
concerning the implementation of CoPs. These lessons learned and best practices are shown
below.
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5.2.2.2.1 Selection of CoPs
Knowledge leaders have typically used the following criteria to select CoPs:
Clear, demonstrated, and documented need (ideally supported by a business case)
Presence of existing networks (formal or informal)
Internal community leadership (or potential for leadership)
Executive sponsorship
Manageable size and budget
Culture amenable to change or open to knowledge sharing
Technical competence and access to necessary technology
Typically, knowledge leaders begin with one or two small pilots organized around a pressing
need. They focus on quick-wins and rapid returns. Based on this experience, they then build
out to other communities.
5.2.2.2.2 Implementation of CoPs
The next exhibit illustrates a recommended implementation cycle based on the experience of
several public sector best practice organizations. CoP development is composed of three major
tasks: community building, technology building, and content building. The specific level of effort
and timeline will depend on the complexity and scope.
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Content Building
- Identify and Add
Content

FTEs

Technology Building
- Portal Building

Community Building Engage Community and Begin
Change Management

Time
Develop
Participants
Culture
Technology
Content

Deploy

Core User Group

Core Community

Engage/Solicit Input

Full Community

Educate and Encourage

Requirement/Design Develop
Identify

Sustain

Collect

Launch

Evaluate and Support
Update and Maintain

Organize

Manage

Development Team
Team Leader

Technical Leader

Change Leader

Technical Support

SMEs

Content Manager
Based on Glennie, 2002

Exhibit 8.

The Life Cycle of a CoP Initiative
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Community building is focused on those activities that are necessary to recruit and energize the
potential CoP. Technology building addresses those activities involved with developing the
supporting technology (these issues are dealt with in more detail in “Technology and Systems”).
Content building addresses activities related to populating CoP structures with knowledge and
materials. Each of these activities goes through a cycle of three distinct stages:
•
•
•

Develop
Deploy
Sustain

In the development stage, the development group and implementation plan are created and
initial designs are shaped. Activities in this period focus on community building and soliciting
input from the community. Only in the later portion of this stage does the development team
focus on technology development and implementation. As the community moves towards
deployment, technology implementation, content building, and communication and change
management are the focus of the development team. These activities culminate in the rollout of
an operating CoP structure (normally via a web-based structure). The community then moves
into a sustain phase with a small staff remaining who are committed to the program to facilitate
the CoP and maintain the technology and content.
Knowledge leaders have identified the following best practices/lesson learned from their
experiences:
Give the development team and the CoP effort visibility and provide rewards for
participation
Get senior management's support/buy-in and encourage them to become advocates for
the group
Help the development team and core members of the CoP make personal connections
Identify community information demands and target the community around these needs
Target CoP marketing to the desired audience
Recruit a facilitator (not necessarily an expert) for the CoP
Keep the design simple – a participants first experience with a CoP is critical to
maintaining their interest, make their first experience pleasant and easy to use
Facilitate buy-in from knowledge and thought leaders and respected members of the
community – encourage them to take leadership positions
Focus on cultural issues – while technology is important, ultimately culture will determine
where the CoP succeeds
5.2.2.3 Knowledge Leaders Agree that Learning Reviews are Important, But
Implementation is Mixed
Knowledge leaders agree that learning reviews are important to develop a knowledge-based
organization. The US Army developed learning reviews as a method of identify and codifying
lessons learned and transferring them to others. Specifically, the US Army developed the After
Action Review (AAR) process to ensure that lessons learned in training maneuvers could be
directly applied to war-fighting and peacekeeping activities. After each training maneuver or
actual field experience, all participants discuss lessons learned and opportunities for
performance improvement. The AAR process has been further integrated into the Army’s
practices via a knowledge-sharing program called the Center for Army Lessons Learned. This
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process has moved online with the development of an aggregated portal. This portal allows
users to scan lessons learned and develop personalized operational survival guides that contain
all the information useful to a particular deployment based on lessons learned in parallel
deployments (Cuviello 2000).
Learning reviews usually are held before, during, and after a particular deployment in order to
reflect on practices and identify lessons that could be used in the future. In addition to
facilitating sharing and awareness, the identification of lessons enables them to be captured and
stored centrally, making them accessible to all who have to perform a similar task.
Lessons Learned
The Example of BP
BP uses a three-stage process for learning reviews.
1.
2.
3.

“Learning before”, learn form previous experiences
“Learning during”, during the project make time to identify key lessons
“Learning after”, capture key lessons and post them to a database

This process has been adopted by the Tear Fund.
(Milton 2000, Mathews 2000)

Some organizations have identified that there is a need to incorporate learning into key
processes to ensure that the exchange of knowledge takes place. Learning is not seen as an
extra, but fully part of the management and delivery processes. The World Bank is one of the
few development organizations to successfully implement formal lessons learned. They link
evaluations and lessons learned to other KM activities.
The World Bank used the CoPs to translate lessons learned into future action. For example,
evaluation staff are included as part of the World Bank’s CoPs (known as “ thematic groups”).
They can develop links with operational and policy departments. However, the World Bank (and
other development organizations) have found that breaking down the barriers that separate
evaluation and operational staff takes time. In the long run, this is necessary. As part of this
process, they have held a number of outreach meetings and methodology groups to explain the
evaluation process. The World Bank also found that it had to modify the content and
organization of evaluation reports. Evaluation reports may contain a wealth of relevant lessons,
but may be of limited use to operational staff because they are too numerous, difficult to read,
too lengthy or are seen as being too narrow or context specific. Using a specially created
lessons database, the World Bank is developing a capacity to sift through back-files to filter out
key lessons, and present them in easy-to-read summaries, in response to specific requests.
A key initiative in this area has been to create an environment in which innovation is
encouraged and failure is not automatically punished. Often a program or initiative fails not due
to the action of individuals but because the program was based on a flawed theory or model or
due to external uncontrolled events (e.g., a drought may undermine an agricultural education
program). Despite failures, there may be important lessons to be learned and/or the model may
be useful in other contexts. However, if failure is viewed as an indication of personal
ability/success, then staff will be unwilling to share experiences (e.g., they will hide failure) and
“failed” experiments will be seen as devoid of value. As such, organizations that have
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successfully adapted to make use of learning reviews have been able to deal with these issues
and encourage an open culture.
5.2.2.4 Knowledge Leaders Emphasize the Importance of Story Telling and Success
Stories
Public sector knowledge leaders are starting to make increased use of story telling and success
stories as part of their KM operations. Story telling and success stories serve to:
Communicate success to key stakeholders (e.g., OMB, the Administration, Congress,
interest groups, the public and media)
Motivate and inform internal stakeholders (e.g., managers and staff, new recruits and
potential hires)
Help structure and build the culture and core values of an organization
The World Bank is a leader in the area of story telling for development. The World Bank began
its story telling efforts in 1998. The process began with hiring interns to identify 25 stories from
World Bank staff. These interns collected stories and worked with World Bank staff to establish
a story telling process. It should be emphasized that a key enabler in the story telling initiative
was that the World Bank has been collecting detailed information on project operations for many
years. As such, the stories could be selected from a large body of pre-existing information.
Thus, prior to the development of a story telling initiative, an organization needs to assess its
information base, determine what will be needed to tell stories, and resolve any gaps. The key
steps in this process are (Denning 2000, Bennet 2000, Poage 2000):
Identify decision-makers & stakeholders
Identify the message
Identify information needed
Identity data sources
Design the plot, the characters, and the message
Develop actionable narrative structures (ANS) that communicate the message in a
structured manner within the limitations of the available data
A key element from this experience was that stories had to follow a standardized form.
Specifically, the World Bank developed the following format for stories (Denning 2000):
Stories must be developed with a target audience in mind
Stories must be understandable for the target audience
Stories must be told from the perspective of a single protagonist
Stories must have a protagonist who is prototypical of the organization’s business
Stories have a degree of strangeness or incongruity while being familiar (e.g., it stands
out but seems to typify a situation or problem commonly encountered)
Stories embody the change idea as fully as possible
Stories should be recent, and preferably a true
Stories should be told as simply as possible
Stories must have a happy ending
The World Bank found that story telling was a major cultural challenge to the organization.
Story telling was often resisted by middle management who saw it as: (1) loosing control over
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data and messages and (2) overly simplistic and “pure PR.” The World Bank countered this in a
number of ways. For example, storytelling was used by the KM program director and some
network KM staff to educate the organization on the kind of problems that knowledge sharing
was meant to solve. Presenting real-life, problem-solving situations allowed each individual in
the audience to recast the stories into his or her own contextual work environment. Storytelling
turned out to be a much more powerful and an effective way of communicating the values of
knowledge sharing than using one of the typical complex definitions and diagrams found in
every knowledge management book. Story telling was also used during the inception program
of new Bank recruits (Denning 2000).
Another response was to work with communities to understand that story telling was a vital part
of living and learning. In the absence of a guided story telling system, stories will still be told.
However, the organization has given up conscious control over the story creation and
communication process. Thus, opposing story telling initiatives does not mean that no stories
will be told; rather it means that only random, uncontrolled stories will be told. Furthermore,
stories are key to building social cohesion and CoPs. Thus, stories are not “just PR.” In fact,
they are an inevitable and necessary part of operating within an organization and enable
communication with external stakeholders who lack the analytical background to understand
complex data.
Another critical element is that the storyteller must believe what they are saying. Stories that
are too good or do not ring true are not likely to gain wide currency. Belief tends to rub off on
listeners and allows them to use the story in other contexts.
5.2.3

People and Culture

5.2.3.1 Performance Standards are a Critical Element to Address Culture
All organizations that have attempted to develop their knowledge resources have recognized
the importance of cultural change. In fact, KM leaders acknowledge that without developing a
culture of sharing, other KM initiatives are likely to fail. Cultural change needs to begin with
changing individuals’ motivations and expectations. The World Bank made KM responsibilities
a central part of its personnel requirements. This signaled to managers and staff that the Bank
would encourage and reward knowledge sharing behaviors. Annual performance awards
reinforced sharing (Pommier 2000 a, b). Similarly, DFID and CIDA are introducing individual
performance standards as a part of their processes (Mathews and Spicer 2002, Flury 2002).
Out of all of the reviewed organizations however, Nokia is the leader in this area. Performance
evaluations include an explicit assessment of learning and sharing competencies. Learning and
sharing are embedded into Nokia’s HR process such that KM competencies are assessed in
recruitment, promotion, and termination decisions (Sydänmaanlakka 2000). This creates a
culture of sharing and communication not seen in many organizations.
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5.2.3.2 KM Change Management Programs
Creating an environment that encourages openness is key to establishing knowledge
leadership. This openness must come at all levels. Line staff need to become open to
information sharing and knowledge building. Equally, management must be prepared to trust
staff, listen to them, value their contributions and demonstrate this actively. Similarly, all groups
need to value the contribution of others. Sharing knowledge and information to this degree is a
new behavior for many individuals. Knowledge leaders have found that they have had to
introduce a formal change management and communication program to achieve excellence in
this area.
Behaviors That Reduce Knowledge Flow
Canadian Federal Government
Continuing to operate a hierarchical organization
Fear
Placing a greater emphasis on technology than people
Not communicating enough on the issues
Not approaching Knowledge Management as a management issue
Not identifying the departments’ most valuable holders of knowledge and key innovators
Reluctance to distinguish between data or information on the one hand and knowledge on the other
Emphasising knowledge stock to the detriment of knowledge flow
Viewing knowledge as existing predominantly outside the heads of individuals
Not understanding that a shared context is fundamental to knowledge management
Paying too little heed to the role and importance of tacit knowledge
Disentangling knowledge from IT issues
Downplaying thinking and reasoning
Focusing on the past and the present but not the future
Failing to recognise the importance of experimentation
Substituting technological contact for human interface
Seeking to develop direct measures of knowledge
(Mathews 2000, Poplawsk 2000)

5.2.4

Technology and Systems

5.2.4.1 Approaches for Developing Enabling Technology Vary Substantially
Organizations have used a variety of strategies to technically enable KM operations. These
operations vary according to an organization’s technological sophistication and the resources
available for IT investments. The Federal CIO’s Council has categorized these strategies into
four groups (Wenger 2000):
•

•

Limited Investment Strategies: Communities of practice can exist with minimal
technology enablement. The basic communication technologies that most organizations
already have can be enough (e.g., email, files, telecommunications).
Targeted Investment Strategies: Use limited targeted investments to jumpstart the KM
technology process. As the initiative matures, the initiative is then expanded to other
areas. This approach allows organizations to test a technology without investing too
heavily. Particular pilot projects include:
Discussion groups (e.g., Webboard, UBB or E-Circle);
Teamware (e.g., Oracle, eRoom);
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Access to expertise (e.g., Orbital);
Document sharing (e.g., Documentum); and
Expert directories and “yellow-pages.”
•
•

Outsourced Strategies: A number of firms provide outsourced, facilitated communities.
These firms put together a coordinated suite of affordable community support
technologies.
Enterprise Collaboration Strategies: The most elaborate approaches use customized
collaboration products that are implemented for the whole organization. These systems
often do not have the kind of specialized communal space that community-oriented
systems can create.

5.2.4.2 Knowledge Leaders Implement KM Portals
KM portals are a key mechanism for knowledge sharing. These systems aim at providing a full
“portal” into the organization. They are the workers’ point of entry into their work, their projects,
their teams, as well as their CoPs and other sources of information. These systems enable staff
to participate in multiple groups, projects, and communities. Typical features for these systems
are:
Customizable desktop
Management of multiple views onto relevant sources of information
Full-text, full-index search engines
Subscription and notification
Conversation spaces
Project management capabilities
Underlying ontology
Portals are increasingly used to support the development and work of communities of practice,
and they can fully integrate these communities into the working of the organization.
Examples of such technologies include:
Ford Motor Company: User demand for Ford’s intranet system has ballooned from
2,000 users to 150,000 users in four years. Ford employees around the world can
access over 1,000,000 documents via 1,000 community-based websites. Intranet
content is periodically “scrubbed” to remove stale information. The Ford intranet is a
repeat winner of the CIO Magazine Web Business 50/50 Award winner.
PwC Consulting: PwC’s KnowledgeCurve intranet site provides employees with a
single portal that leads to all parts of the organization. The site is managed by a large,
full-time knowledge management staff, and provides access to PwC employees in 55
countries. It has won the CIO Magazine Web Business 50/50 Award for three
consecutive years.
Shell Services International: Shell’s competitive intelligence knowledge portal
(KnowledgeHouse) delivers a wide variety of intelligence-related knowledge sources to
SSI employees: news sources, competitive profiles, discussion groups, external
analysis, etc.
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Chevron: Chevron’s my.chevron knowledge portal allows users to customize their
desktop interface by selecting from a wide variety of available information sources. The
portal’s personalization features enables employees to balance their need for
information with their need to control “information overload.”
AT&T: AT&T’s IKE intranet informs employees of the latest company & competitor
studies and events, announcements from the CEO, official press releases, and financial
reactions from analysts, markets and media reactions from global business publications.
Access is provided to all AT&T employees and content is organized by AT&T
“communities” for ease of access to relevant information.
Key learning points from portal implementations are:
The existence and purpose of the portal must be well communicated. Portal
implementations must be accompanied by a communications plan, which includes
training, and piloted with targeted content to lure the user back often.
Portals are not a replacement for inter-personal communication, but they are a facilitator
of more effective inter-personal communication, through expanded knowledge of
contacts and ongoing work.
Open access (within limits specified by the KM organization) needs to be a key element
of portals – users are frustrated when they learn of a portal but constantly find barriers.
Portal implementation will need to address security concerns, by developing limits of
security and providing for levels of site access (by job position, etc.).
Senior leadership must endorse the portal as the single aggregator portal site – the
portal must be seen as important to management.
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Recommendations and Implementation Plan

6.1

Overview

Based on the best practices and lessons learned, several short and long-term recommendations
have emerged that USAID should consider through a KM implementation. Our
recommendations and implementation plan consist of the following components:
•
•
•
6.2
6.2.1

Detailed Recommendations
Pilot Approach to Implementation
Rollout and Pilot Work Plan
Detailed Recommendations
Strategy and Leadership

Short-Term Recommendations
Recommendation

Description

Ongoing Development of an
Action Focused KM
Strategy that Clearly
Articulates KM Goals,
Strategy, and
Responsibilities

Continue to build on the CDIE KM Review and the work done by
the KM Working Group to quickly develop a KM strategy. The
vision for knowledge management should make clear that the
role of knowledge management is fundamentally strategic (i.e.,
USAID overall missions), and that it serves tactical ends only as
a means to that fundamental objectives. It should provide a
specific road map for USAID to become a KM leader. The road
map should be demand driven (that is, determine who knowledge
customers are and what they need). It should clearly identify
how to fill their knowledge requirements in the short-term (i.e.,
pilots, quick-fixes) and longer-term investments. Place KM
strategy and roadmap development on a fast track – commit to
completing it within 30 days.

Demonstrate Benefits and
Secure Necessary
Approvals

Develop a business case that identifies and estimates the direct
benefits and costs of the KM strategy. Combine this with the
A11-300 process to gain requisite approvals and demonstrate to
internal and external stakeholders the value of KM.

Communicate Strategy and
Obtain Stakeholder Input

Any KM strategy should be driven by real needs and demands at
the front line. As such, it is vital to involve stakeholders
throughout the strategy design process. During development,
obtain stakeholder input and ideas. Once the strategy is
developed, communicate it to stakeholders forcefully so they
understand their role and the importance of KM. Communicate
the strategy and its major components to all staff via multiple
channels (e.g., email, files, posters, and tee shirts).
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As part of a larger KM communication and change management
strategy, organize public knowledge fairs at HQ and other
locations – show case learning resources, opportunities for
sharing, and forthcoming KM initiatives. Require Pillars/Bureaus
to participate to the maximum extent possible. Use this occasion
as an opportunity to communicate the importance of KM to senior
management. Coordinate this fair with other activities and KM
initiatives so new products are displayed.

Long-Term Recommendations
Recommendation

Description

Integrate KM into Other
Missions

After the initial strategy is developed, identify how KM will be
integrated into all other strategic missions and initiatives.
Require mission and initiative owners to include KM in their goals
and coordinate with groups and individuals responsible for KM.

Develop KM Metrics and
Measures

Develop metrics for measuring the impact of KM on operations
and the contribution of specific KM activities to operations.
Institute qualitative and quantitative measurement systems,
regularly assess the contribution of KM, and identify areas for
improvement.

Provide Ongoing
Leadership

Senior management should regularly and publicly support KM.
For example, conduct and an annual knowledge fair, use KM
tools as a key vehicle for management communications, create
high-level events that demonstrate management’s commitment
to KM.

6.2.2

Organization and Processes

Short-Term Recommendations
Recommendation

Description

Complete Detailed
Knowledge Mapping

USAID should launch a major initiative to map knowledge flows,
identify bottlenecks and blockages, and determine key areas for
improvement. Develop a detailed plan for revising the
organization and its processes to facilitate knowledge sharing.
USAID should initially focus this effort on a limited area that is
synchronized with other KM initiatives (e.g., CoP building).
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Establish a Centralized KM
Leadership Organization
and Key KM Roles

Develop Formal CoPs

Develop Success Stories
and Story Telling Processes

USAID should establish a KM organization unit to provide
leadership. Initially this should be an ad hoc, action focused
group that is built on the existing organization (e.g., the KM
Working Group). In the longer term, this group should move
toward being a permanent group. This group should have the
following characteristics:
• A Program Management Office
• A small central unit (five people) with overall coordination
and facilitation responsibilities
• Operational managers in the networks and the regions
who are responsible for implementing the knowledgesharing program
• Facilitated CoPs
• A governance body (knowledge management council)
who is responsible at the corporate level for the overall
knowledge management policy functions
USAID should aggressively move to create formal CoPs. These
CoPs should be based around high visibility areas such as Policy
and Programs or HIV/AIDS in Africa. They should be used as
demonstration projects that will highlight the benefits knowledge
sharing to management and staff. They should be implemented
in parallel with change management and technology and
knowledge center business process reengineering (as needed).
In the event that USAID determines to go ahead with a Policy
and Program CoP, USAID should link the strategic budgeting
process into the CoP system. Tools should be provided in an
online database or system that would allow managers to
manipulate data.
USAID should build on its initial success story project and
develop a formal story telling process. This process should
detail:
•
•
•
•
•

LPA Communication
Strategy and Plan
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What a stories is
How data will be collected
How stories with be used
Roles and responsibilities
Links to more detailed program evalution efforts

LPA should develop a communication strategy and
implementation plan to communicate successes and other
implementations to major internal and external stakeholders.

Long-Term Recommendations
Recommendation

Description

Develop Learning Reviews

USAID currently has an informal process for learning reviews.
Over the long-term, USAID should develop a formal learning
review process to capture and disseminate lessons learned from
deployments and experiences.
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Establish Long-Term CoP
Management and Operation
Governance Model

USAID should expand the CoP pilots. It should develop a
process for recruiting and managing CoPs based on lessons
learned. Overtime, it should develop and implement a
governance model for CoPs.

Initiate Knowledge-Based
Business Process Reengineering

USAID should initiate a long-term effort to reengineer its
processes and operations to maximize the value generated from
knowledge flows within its operations.

6.2.3

People and Culture

Short-Term Recommendations
Recommendation

Description

Develop KM Change
Management and
Communication Program –
Focus on CoPs

USAID should develop and implement a change management
plan to encourage knowledge sharing within the organization.
This plan should be synchronized with other efforts – specifically,
with CoPs and the implementation of new technology and
systems.

Long-Term Recommendations
Recommendation

Description

Develop KM in Performance
Standards

USAID should develop KM based qualitative and quantitative
performance standards and implement them as a part of a large
cultural change program.

Develop KM Training
Program

USAID should develop a program to provide training for new and
current employee in the area KM. In addition, this initiative should
focus on transferring knowledge sharing cultures and encourage
the development of a knowledge based culture at USAID.

6.2.4

Technology and Systems

Short-Term Recommendations
Recommendation

Description

Develop KM Technical
Architecture and Facilitate
its Agency-Wide
Implementation

USAID should develop a technical architecture for KM
technology and tools. This should be coordinated with the
USAID IT strategy and the KM strategy recommended above.
This strategy should be developed as an iterative process based
on experience gained in short-term initiatives.
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USAID should initiate a number of high-impact projects to
provide enabling technology for KM. These could include:
•
•
•
•
•

Developing a success story database/system
Creating an ordered, technology enabled reporting
process
Developing online strategic budgeting tools
Developing expertise directory
Developing online CoPs

All these initiatives should be brought together via a user firendly
First Generation “Thin-Portal”
Integrate Data Sources and
Add New Data

USAID should break down ownership and technology barriers
between different data sources (e.g., budget data). In addition,
USAID should move additional data online by scanning hard
copy reports in the missions and at HQ.

Long-Term Recommendations
Recommendation

Description

Develop Advanced KM
Portal

USAID should expand its KM technology systems and develop a
deep KM portal with personalized user tools.

6.3

Pilot Approach to Implementation

The clear message of numerous KM implementations of USAID’s peers and best-practice
organizations is that KM initiatives should be implemented on a narrow basis within one
organizational component and then gradually broadened out to the entire organization. Based
on this lesson learned, we highly recommend this type of an approach for the KM initiatives.
The exhibit below illustrates this approach. It allows the organization to gradually learn from its
experiences and reduce implementation risks.
Furthermore, by building on these successes, this model relies on the power of demonstration
to spread innovations and convert staff to supporting KM. By focusing resources on an initial
implementation, an organization can concentrate on a single component. An organization is
more likely to be successful than if it had spread its resources throughout all components. As
workers in other components see the benefits of the KM implementation in the initial
component, they are likely to be more open and willing to adopt KM innovations as they are
offered. As a result, implementation moves from being command driven to demand driven.
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Exhibit 9. The Implementation Contagion Model
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The outcome is that further implementations are likely to be easier and less resource intensive.
Considering the benefits of this model, we have cast our recommendations and implementation
plan in these terms. Thus, we have organized our plan around:
Limited initiatives focused on small manageable scopes with clear “win” or
success conditions that can show dramatic public successes and real benefits
Following this logic, we recommend a series of high-impact pilot projects that will support the
development of a knowledge driven community. The recommended pilot projects meet the
following criteria:
•
•
•

Narrow Scope – provide capacity for measurable, manageable, and traceable results
High Impact / Visibility with Demonstrable Benefits – provide the project with high
visibility to demonstrate success and support the development of demand
Ongoing Learning – results of the pilot projects will provide a foundation for ongoing
learning for future implementations regarding KM

Based on the criteria above, the following pilot projects are recommended:
•
•
•

KM Pilot PMO: Oversee the pilot KM projects and provide strategy and leadership
support and tracking and benchmarking progress
Pilot 1: Create a success story process, database, and homepage
Pilot 2: Implement pilot KM portals for one CoP focused on: (1) policy and program
issues and (2) a technical CoP (e.g., AIDS/Africa)

The next exhibit summarizes these projects and crosswalks them with the major KM areas that
have been discussed in this report.
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Proposed High-Impact Projects

KM Pilot PMO:
Implement a project
management office
(PMO) to track and
benchmark
progress

Technology
and Systems

People and
Culture

Organization
& Process

Pilot

Strategy and
Leadership

KM Dimensions

Description / Initial Functional Requirements

•

X

•

X

•
•
•

Pilot 1: Create a
success story
process, database,
and homepage

X

X

•
•
•
•
•

Pilot 2: Implement
pilot KM portals for
one CoP focused
on: (1) policy and
program issues;
and (2) a technical
CoP (e.g.,
AIDS/Africa)

•

X

X

X
•

•

Best Practice Leader: World Bank, CIDA, SURF, CGIAR,
DFID, The Tear Fund
Provide a team to manage the pilot projects, provide strategy
and change management support
Create a system enabling knowledge sharing including
managing, tracking, and benchmarking functionality
Best Practice Leader: World Bank
Develop a story telling work-flow process enabled by a webbased interface such that Mission directors across the globe
are describing and submitting their successes in a uniform
manner
Create a central repository of stories that could be used for
the annual report, the website, speeches, external users such
as Department of State and Congress.
Produce a flexible system for story management either
focused on the field (i.e., self collection/reporting) or by a highlevel HQ team.
Best Practice Leader: World Bank, CIDA, SURF, CGIAR,
DFID, The Tear Fund
Link existing systems, databases, and resources together to
develop a first generation portal
Create a personal web-based front-end user interface to
provide access to existing systems and databases
Customize the portal for 3 separate CoPs including (1) a
policy/program CoP for Agency leadership and managers
(would give access to all budget, socio-econ, and
programmatic data; (2) a technical CoP focusing on a highprofile CoP (e.g., AIDS/Afirca, Women-in-Development,
Challenges for Development in Muslim countries, Failed
States); (3) a TBD CoP.
Develop an expertise directory for users to search for USAID
team members who have specific language skills, industry or
country knowledge, or interests to assist in reporting,
knowledge sharing, and mission initiatives.
Load CoP data and train CoPs on how to use the portal
solution.

The next exhibit illustrates how these pilot projects will be implemented at a high level.
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Schedule for Major Projects

Task Name
KM PMO Pilot

B

Month 1
M
E

B

Month 2
M
E

B

Month 3
M E

B

Month 4
M
E

B

Month 5
M E

B

Month 6
M
E

B

Month 7
M
E

Month 8
B M E

B

Provide Strategic and Leadership Support
Develop a KM Communication Plan
Develop a Change Management Strategy
Implement Communications Plan and CM
Knowledge Fairs
Pilot 1 - Success Stories
Pilot 2 - KM Portals
CoP1 - KM Portals
CoP2 - KM Portals
CoP3 - KM Portals

6.4

Rollout and Pilot Work Plan Overview

The pilot project would be released on an ongoing basis using selected CoPs as the targeted
audience.
The work plan for each pilot project would be based on PwC’s Ascendant™ methodology for
system implementations and tailored to USAID’s needs. Ascendant™ is rated the number one
systems implementation methodology by Gartner Group.
We recommend a Project Management Office (PMO) be used to develop the overall KM
strategy and communication plan, work through change management issues, and focus on the
progress, success, and challenges of the pilot projects. The PMO will act as the main conduit of
information for and with the pilot leaders and other USAID team members.
The work plan for each pilot project would include:
•

Requirements Analysis – This phase will include the selection of participating CoPs,
stakeholder interviews, scope definition, initial process modeling, and data
documentation.

•

Solution Definition – This phase will include the comparison of the results of the
requirements analysis with possible implementation options including the review of
commercial-off-the-shelf packages and custom software development.

•

System Design – Following the completion of the solution definition phase, a detailed
system design document will be prepared as the blue-print for system development.
This blue-print will be customized based on the selected implementation option. The
content of this blue-print will include detailed business process flow diagrams, logical
and physical data models, system architecture plans, and other detailed requirements.
In addition to a blue-print, a proof-of-concept prototype may also be developed.
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•

Construction – This phase will include the development of system code and/or package
customization from detailed program design and coding to unit testing and code review.
This phase will also include the development and execution of detailed unit, string, and
system tests and loading of test data.

•

Implementation and Training – This phase will include the migration of the system to its
production environment, loading of necessary data, final acceptance testing, and training
of end users.
Rollout and Pilot Work Plan Detail

Throughout each pilot project, participating CoPs will be engaged to provide maximum support.
A detailed project plan is provided below.
Exhibit 12.

Specific Pilot Tasks

Task Name
KM PMO Pilot

B

Month 1
M
E

B

Month 2
M
E

B

Month 3
M E

B

Month 4
M
E

B

Month 5
M E

B

Month 6
M
E

B

Month 7
M
E

Month 8
B M E

Provide Strategic and Leadership Support
Develop a KM Communication Plan
Develop a Change Management Strategy
Implement Communications Plan and CM
Knowledge Fairs
Pilot 1 - Success Stories
Requirements Analysis
Solution Definition
System Design
Construction
Implementation and Training
Pilot 2 - KM Portals
CoP1 - KM Portals
Requirements Analysis
Solution Definition
System Design
Construction
Implementation and Training
CoP2 - KM Portals
CoP3 - KM Portals
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6.5.1 KM Pilot PMO Details
Project management in any system development environment is a critical component of project
success. The Project Management Office (PMO) would exist to facilitate the flow of information
that is consistent, accurate and at the requisite level of detail to enable the pilots to run
smoothly. Key enabling processes include strategy formation, change management decisionmaking, communication, issue resolution, prioritization, resource allocation, benchmarking, and
the like. The PMO would be used to manage high-level issues so that stakeholders are
informed and involved and would work with pilot leads to focus on the details of getting the job
done.
Through the implementation of these pilots, the team must work collaboratively. Tools such as
Ascendant™, WebBoard, and eRoom may be used to manage, collaborate, and communicate
easily whether teams are located in Washington or Africa.
Ascendant™ provides users with a single point of reference to the methods needed to plan and
manage engagements from assessment through implementation. More specifically,
Ascendant methodology will enable the team to:
Integrate USAID, PwC, and others into one seamless team with one communication and
management framework
Provide a platform for joint planning, decision- making, and development
Provide a repository and tracking tool that is centralized
Identify challenges and mitigate risks quickly, as an integrated team, such as risks in
scheduling, budgeting, and test results.
WebBoard and eRoom are two tools currently licensed by USAID that aid in the virtual sharing
and communication of information. These tools should be leveraged to help manage these
pilots.
6.5.2 Pilot One Project Details
The objectives of the success story project will be to develop a process for identifying success
stories, a data system in which to store the data, and homepage to display these databases
stories. Specifically, the success story pilot will aim to:
Communicate success to key stakeholders (e.g., OMB, the Administration, Congress,
interest groups, the public and media)
Motivate and inform internal stakeholders (e.g., managers and staff, new recruits and
potential hires)
Help structure and build the culture and core values
This project would consist of five major tasks.
6.5.2.1 Task 1: Requirements Analysis
This task would involve the definition of the requirements for a success story process. It
consists of six activities:
a. Identify decision-makers & stakeholders
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b. Form a success story leadership group with representatives from key Pillar/Bureaus
and hold meetings to discuss requirements
c. Identify the message
d. Identify the information needed
e. Gather functional requirements and model the initial business process
f. Identify data sources and assess their ability to support success stories
6.5.2.2 Task 2: Solution Definition
This task would consist of developing and defining a design for the success story process and
system. Key activities would include:
a. Based on information collected in Task 1, develop a preliminary design for the story
process and review with stakeholders
b. Finalize the story process and obtain USAID sign-off
c. Determine the necessary configuration
d. Develop implementation plan and schedule
e. Develop the measurement and evaluation plan
6.5.2.3 Task 3: System Design
This task would involve creating the detailed design and implementation schedules needed for
implementation. Key activities to be undertaken include:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Design the plot, the characters, and the message
Design how the success stories will appear on the USAID homepage
Create the detailed process description of the story workflow process
Model and document the data design
Develop actionable narrative structures (ANS) that communicate the message in a
structured manner within the limitations of the available data

6.5.2.4 Task 4: Construction
This task would involve constructing the system and reengineering the processes to support the
story telling process. Activities include:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Customize software
Develop the designs for the success story segment of the homepage
Develop test plan
Execute unit, string, and system tests
Support USAID reengineering of processes that will support the story telling process

6.5.2.5 Task 5: Implementation and Training
This task will support the implementation of the system developed in Task 4. It would consist of
the following activities:
a. Implement production environment
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Conduct acceptance testing
Conduct training
Support change management activities as needed
Support data collection and production of initial stories
Collect performance data, evaluate, and report on the success of the pilot

6.5.2.6 Deliverables
Specific deliverables to be produced during this project would include:
A document describing the “as-is” process and an assessment of its ability to support
success stories
Functional requirements for the new process and system
Revised (“to-be”) system and process design
Story characteristics and development characteristics
Story telling database, homepage, and supporting documentation
Training materials to include presentations and handouts
Additional briefings and reports may be needed for communication purposes. These would be
defined as the project progresses.
6.5.2.7 Management
In addition to the above requirements, project management would be required to:
Develop a schedule and milestone chart
Make weekly progress reports on progress (financial and milestone)
These reports would be made in written and verbal formats.

6.5.3

Pilot Two Details

The objectives for the CoP portals would be to design and implement a pilot KM portal for
Community of Practices (CoP) for USAID.
This project would consist of five major tasks. Two CoPs are planned: (1) policy and program
issues and (2) a technical CoP (e.g., AIDS/Africa, Failed States, Women in Development).
6.5.3.1 Task 1: Requirements Analysis
This task would involve the definition of the requirements for two CoP portals. Tasks include:
a. Identify key stakeholders
b. Develop CoP Design Team with representatives from key Pillar/Bureaus
c. Develop CoP selection process, select candidate CoPs, review candidates with
stakeholders, and select final CoP
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Create KM approach for implementing CoPs
Develop implementation and operation metrics and success criteria
Gather functional requirements, model initial business processes and data
Prepare rollout plans
Develop communication and change management plan
Identify data and system interfaces

6.5.3.2 Task 2: Solution Definition
This task would consist of developing and defining a design. Key activities would include:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Select CoP portal technology
Assess culture in selected CoP
Develop change management and communication plan
Develop change management and communication materials
Engage community and initiate change activities
Assess/engage/select IT provider / approach

6.5.3.3 Task 3: System Design
This task would create the detailed design and implementation schedules needed for
implementation. Key activities to be undertaken include:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Create detailed process description of the workflow process
Model and document data design
Design system and data interfaces
Prototype operation and testing
Continue change activities

6.5.3.4 Task 4: Construction
This task would involve the construction of the system and reengineering of the processes.
Activities to be undertaken include:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Customize software
Collect data as needed and begin to populate the portal
Develop test plan
Execute unit, string, and system tests

6.5.3.5 Task 5: Implementation and Training
This task will support the implementation of the system developed in Task 4. It would consist of
the following activities:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Implement production environment
Conduct acceptance testing
Conduct training
Support change management activities as needed
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e. Support data collection and production of initial stories
f. Collect performance data, evaluate, and report on the success of the pilot
6.5.3.6 Deliverables
Specific deliverables to be produced during this project would include:
A document describing the “as-is” process and systems
Function requirements for the new process and system
Revised (“to-be”) system and process design
CoP Portal and supporting documentation
Training materials to include presentation and handouts
Additional briefings and reports maybe needed for communication purposes. These would be
defined as the project progresses.
6.5.3.7 Management
In addition to the above requirements, the project management would be required to:
Develop a schedule and milestone chart
Make weekly progress reports on progress (financial and milestone)
These reports would be made in written and verbal formats.
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Visual End-State

KM Pilot PMO:
Tools

Pilot 1: Success Stories

Pilot 2: CoP Homepages

USAID “Thin Portal”
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Glossary of KM Terms

Term
Access
Knowledge

Action In
Review

After Action
Review
Asset
Managers

Business
Intelligence
Capture
Knowledge

Definition
Step four of five of the Knowledge Management Cycle. Seeking
(“pulling”) or automatically receiving (being “pushed”) knowledge from an
underlying knowledge repository. A central Knowledge Management
feature of the Portal technology is its ability to push knowledge based
upon the user profile.
The Action In Review (AIR) is a group knowledge-capturing and -sharing
process for the project team to use after any milestone or significant
project event. AIRs are used to leverage lessons learned into improved
team performance and team deliverables. AIRs can be organized
around four simple questions:
1. What was supposed to happen?
2. What actually happened?
3. What are the opportunities for improvement?
4. What strengths should be sustained?
Also called After Action Review
See Action in Review
Members of the KM Services organization. Responsibilities include:
• Develop taxonomy
• Re-purpose and publish content from its native form, location,
audience so that it can be searched, shared
• Receive multi-format content, tagging, publishing (with SMEs’
approval)
• Facilitate the local use by the KM Specialist and their customer
• Help with retirement, refresh of content
• Prepare regular updates to KM Helpdesk and KM Specialist on
Content, taxonomy
See also KM Services
Internal and external information (as available) that is used in a
proprietary way to improve competitiveness. One example is customer
information used to better develop and focus unique services on a
specific customer group.
Step one of five of the Knowledge Management Cycle. Extracting the
nuggets or lessons learned from events, experiences, or research.
Capturing is done with a prospective audience in mind (now or in the
future), not just for the purpose of documentation.
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Term
Change
Management

Collaboration
Tools

Community
of Interest
Community
of Practice
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Definition
A critical part of implementing a KM Strategy. A process focused on
making changes to people and the processes that affect how they
behave. Makes use of six change management “levers”:
• Leadership
• Communication
• Roles and responsibilities
• Competencies
• Performance Measures
• Recognition and Reward
Software that enables groups to work together synchronously or
asynchronously, and to share structured and unstructured knowledge.
Collaboration tools enable 3 types of collaboration:
1. Collaboration within a project team Requires collaboration tools
that enable document-sharing, concurrent design, discussions,
alerts, web-meetings/webcasts, etc.
2. Collaboration within a community Requires the same
collaboration tools as Collaboration within a Project Team, with
an emphasis on discussion. The reason for the emphasis on
discussion is because a community is more loosely tied than a
project team, and does not share a reporting or project
relationship.
3. Collaboration within an enduring workflow (e.g., the Financial
Closing Process). Requires collaboration tools that support
processes with a well-defined order to tasks and assignments of
who must carry out these tasks.
Group of people who come together to share a common interest. They
do not necessarily put into practice what they learn, or have a sense of
commitment to the group. (See also Community of Practice and
Knowledge Communities.)
Group of people who share a common interest, common practice, and a
commitment to share and expand the knowledge base for that practice.
Members may be geographically dispersed and represent multiple
functions, divisions or companies. These are often supported by teamware and web-based technologies. (See also Community of Interest and
Knowledge Communities.)
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Term
Community
of Practice
Specialist

Definition
Members of the KM Services organization. Responsibilities include:
• Community of Practice (CoP) start-up package: Dispatch a team
of:
• Planners,
• Collaboration tool-implementers, and
• Temporary CoP members, such as mediator or synthesizer
roles.
• Develop CoP training materials
• Maintain turn-key collaboration tool package for easy CoP set-up
• Accumulate CoP lessons learned and best practices
• Manage cross-CoP networks
See also KM Services
Collaborative Four step process that is generally performed automatically by a
Filtering
computer.
1. The system looks as individuals’ patterns of behavior over time
(e.g., selection of menu items or search terms).
2. The system recognizes patterns in the same individuals’
behaviors (e.g., preference for a certain selection under similar
conditions).
3. When a new person logs on and demonstrates behavioral
preferences, the system looks back at the previous map of
previous people’s preferences and finds “look-alikes” (e.g.,
similar preferences or similar profile).
4. System suggests choices made by the look-alikes (e.g.,
Amazon.com’s recommendation of books similar to other reader)
Content
The “stock” of knowledge that is being managed. Can be in the form of
Tacit Knowledge or Explicit Knowledge.
Content
A process used to manage explicit knowledge in a digital form that
Management includes integrated processes and systems to provide global access to,
and management of, a common pool of knowledge assets. Often used
as a means to transition content ownership to SMEs throughout the
enterprise, thereby increasing content contribution. Examples of
Content Management activities include:
• Re-purposing of existing content so that you can use search and
taxonomy tools. Automating workflow processes to ensure
correct levels of approval and audit trail.
Context
Data associated with other data to create information. (e.g., The
overdraft account balance is 32 dollars on Wednesday, December 26th).
See Data
Controlled
List of acceptable terms within a taxonomy. These are often used to
Vocabulary
facilitate the act of searching for information. May include synonyms,
such as “feline” and “cat-like,” both of which may be used as keywords in
a search.
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Term
Data

Data Mining
Dialogue

Discussion

Enterprise
Network
Expert Finder
Explicit
Knowledge
Federated
Search
Governance
Information

Information
Assets
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Definition
According to Davenport and Prusak in Working Knowledge (1998), Data
is a set of Discrete, objective facts about events. Data does not
necessarily provide context or meaning by itself. E.g., 32. (See also
Information, Knowledge, Context)
The distillation of raw data into groupings with meaning, so that reporting
tools can perform efficient, focused queries. Data Mining Tools may
include statistical and inference technologies.
Distinct from “discussion,” dialogue is two-way communication with the
intent to expand upon each other’s ideas in a generative way. It does not
necessarily require a conclusion or decision. Best practices for dialogue
include:
• Respecting (acknowledging what is),
• Listening (hearing what is actually being said, not our filter of it),
• Suspending (withholding judgment or the impulse to act), and
• Voicing (bringing out one’s sense of autonomy or purpose).
See also Discussion.
Distinct from “Dialogue,” discussion is two-way communication aimed at
solving a problem, and arriving at resolution by breaking apart the pieces
of an issue. A sense of group connection is not an explicit requirement
for discussion. Discussion may break down into debate and argument.
See also Dialogue
Type of Knowledge Map created by mapping high-level linkages
between decision-makers, functions, processes and machines, and the
content they use.
See also Knowledge Mapping, Knowledge Map
A directory for finding Subject Matter Contacts (SMC) and organizational
groups to assist with projects, solving problems, and finding knowledge.
See also “Who’s Who Directory”
Explicit Knowledge is knowledge that is codified in a document, either on
paper or digital form, and can be easily distributed.
See also Tacit Knowledge
Search process that launches multiple search engines (in a “Federated,”
or delegating manner) to scan multiple knowledge repositories.
See also Knowledge Repository
Governance relates to the organization, decision making process and
operations for rules and standards.
According to Davenport and Prusak in Working Knowledge (1998),
Information is data that is meant to change the way the receiver
perceives something -- to inform, i.e., to have an impact on his judgment
and behavior.
See also Data, Knowledge
Information that is in a form that creates business value. These include
Knowledge Repositories, Who’s Who Directories, Knowledge
Management enabled business processes, etc.
See also Knowledge Repository, Who’s Who Directory, KM Process
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KM Council

KM
Environment
KM
Executive
Sponsor

KM
Helpdesk/
Infomediaries

KM
Infrastructure
KM Method
KM Practices
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Definition
Role within the Knowledge Management Governance process. Provide
strategic guidance for the delivery and integration of SF KM process.
Responsibilities include:
• Approve changes to enterprise-level taxonomy(ies)
• Select standard, enterprise-wide Knowledge Management tools
and technology
• Approve top-down enhancements to the KM process at an
enterprise level
• Review and sanction bottom-up proposals to improve the KM
process at an enterprise level
The combination of technology, people, organization, processes,
rewards, and culture that together comprise the environment in which
KM occurs.
Role within the Knowledge Management Governance process. Owners
of the SF Knowledge Management process. Responsibilities include:
• Provide executive sponsorship and support for the KM strategy
• Provide executive sponsorship and support for the continuous
improvement of SF Knowledge Management process
Members of the KM Services organization. Responsibilities include:
• Receive ad hoc knowledge requests
• Manage requests like a helpdesk
• Manage, upkeep knowledge map
• Broker requests to:
• SMEs
• Strategic Resources
• P&A
• Actuaries
• Serve as structured database owners
See also KM Services
The Knowledge Management Infrastructure is made up of the KM
Services organization and KM Processes, Tools and Training.
See also KM Services, KM Method.
A non-technology approach or framework that can be used to perform
Knowledge Management.
Strategic Knowledge Management activities performed to meet the KM
and business objectives of the organization. The five KM Practices are:
1. Capturing Learnings,
2. Organizing Knowledge,
3. Storing Knowledge,
4. Accessing Knowledge, and
5. Using/Innovating Knowledge.
See also Knowledge Management Cycle
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Term
KM
Processes

KM Services

KM
Specialists

KM
Strategists

KM Strategy
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Definition
The integration of KM Processes and tools into the work processes in a
manner that either informs that process (the Access and Use/Innovate
steps of the Knowledge Management Cycle), or extracts or harvests
knowledge from that process (the Capture and Organize components of
the Knowledge Management Cycle).
See also Knowledge Management Cycle
KM services are the formal roles that support Knowledge Management
throughout the organization – either in the design of KM strategy (KM
Strategists), the capture and organization of knowledge (Asset
Managers), the access and delivery of knowledge (KM
Helpdesk/Infomediaries), or the facilitation of knowledge use in a project
or process (KM Specialists).
See also KM Strategists, KM Specialists, Asset Managers, KM
Helpdesk/Infomediaries, and CoP Specialist
Members of the KM Services organization. Stays closely aligned to a
team, project, or department and assists in:
• Facilitating Action In Review, Peer Assist, Community of Practice
launch
• Identifying best practices from the outside
• Nominating best practices from customer to submit to Knowledge
Asset Managers
• Works with both KM Helpdesk and Knowledge Asset Managers
• May go directly to content (search repository), but may not go
directly to SMEs
See also KM Services
Members of the KM Services organization.
• Consult a function or team on the use of KM strategically
• Assign KM Specialists
• Consult a function or team on the specific capture (use of Stellent
or other), organize (application of taxonomy), and store (format)
of their knowledge assets
• Develop long-term KM strategy, using a Community of Practice
model
• Participate as KM representative on the IS Engineering strategy
council
• Develop and coordinate KM training
• Coordinate with other functions (e.g., ELD, Organizational Dev.,
HR/ compensation, Systems, Public Affairs, etc.)
See also KM Services
A ranking or positioning of corporate Knowledge Content and
Processes, plus intent to use KM Processes, tools, processes, and
practices to achieve business objectives by leveraging such content and
processes. Knowledge Management strategy is aligned with corporate
strategy.
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Knowledge
Base
Knowledge
Broker
Knowledge
Community

Knowledge
Helpdesk
Knowledge
Management
(KM)

Knowledge
Management
Cycle
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Definition
According to Davenport and Prusak in Working Knowledge (1998),
“Knowledge is a fluid mix of framed experience, values, contexualized
information, and expert insight that provides a framework for evaluating
and incorporating new experiences and information. It originates and is
applied in the minds of knowers. In organizations, it often becomes
embedded not only in the documents or repositories, but also in the
organizational routines, processes, practices and norms.”
See also Data, Information
Information storage systems that support the capture, structure, access,
update and management of content (e.g., documents, notes, etc.).
See also Knowledge Repository.
A Knowledge Broker is a person or system that plays the role of gobetween, connecting people with explicit knowledge in the system, or
connecting people with other people who share tacit knowledge.
See also Tacit Knowledge and Explicit Knowledge
According to Jim Botkin in Smart Business: How Knowledge
Communities can Revolutionize Your Company (1999), “Knowledge
Communities in business are groups of people with a common passion
to create, share and use new knowledge for tangible business purposes.
Successful knowledge communities bond with a sense of belonging that
comes with shared values or a common commitment. Members tend to
trust one another and to open themselves up to creative brainstorming
without fear of being ridiculed for ideas without immediate
implementation.”
See also Community of Interest and Community of Practice
See KM Helpdesk/Infomediaries
The process of tuning the organization to collaboratively share, use, and
create knowledge so that we do work more efficiently, more creatively,
and in a more integrated fashion. It transforms what’s in our heads and
file drawers into assets. And it informs our decision-making and
operations.
1. Knowledge Management is a process of getting the right
knowledge to the right people at the right time in the right way,
enabling timely, well-informed decision-making.
2. Knowledge Management is reusing or extracting knowledge
within a workflow in order to enhance the performance of that
workflow, or of the larger system in which it exists. Ultimately KM
aims to increase the value of the enterprise.
A process used to describe how to manage knowledge. The “flow” of
knowledge that is being managed to achieve higher efficiencies,
performance, customer satisfaction, etc. This process has five steps.
1. Capture Knowledge
2. Organize Knowledge
3. Store Knowledge
4. Access Knowledge
5. Use/Innovate Knowledge
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Knowledge
Mapping
Knowledge
Map (K-map)

Knowledge
Repository

Knowledge
SWAT team
KnowledgeBased
System
KnowledgeEnabled
Processes
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Definition
Knowledge mapping is the process of identifying connections between
people, processes, knowledge repositories, or other entities.
Knowledge Maps are the outcomes of the Knowledge Mapping process.
We use K-maps to understand the knowledge landscape, and to
prioritize the KM activities and methods based upon gaps and strengths
in “as-is” versus “to-be” maps. “To-be” maps are used to design
Knowledge Based Solutions. Mapping also helps transfer knowledge to
others; a map can be a shared understanding of the maturity of KM in an
organization. There are three levels of map described:
1. Enterprise: This documents high-level linkages between
decision-makers, functions, processes and machines, and the
content they use.
2. Process (or task): This documents process-level information
flows, e.g., for coordination, decision-making, project
documentation, and linking to external entities
3. Social/organizational network: This documents how knowledge
flows through interpersonal encounters, communities, etc.
See also Knowledge Mapping
Information storage systems that support the capture, structure, access,
update and management of content (e.g., documents, notes, etc.).
Also called “Knowledge Base”, Knowledge Repositories typically contain
a number of key functional capabilities:
• Web-based access;
• Ability to both search and perform structured navigation through
content;
• Metadata tagging;
• Ability to submit as well as access documents;
• Ability to annotate documents with discussion threads, check-in
and check out of documents, collaborate on document
development, etc;
• Personalized to the knowledge interests of the user, potentially
combining both pull (e.g., search) and push technologies
A rapid acting facilitation team that elicits tacit knowledge under highly
time critical or sensitive situations. The team organizes knowledge
sharing event among “knowledge holders” and “users/innovators.”
Software that applies rules, decision-tree logic, or other inference (e.g.,
linguistics) to solve a problem.
A process that solves a specific business problem by systematically
using knowledge methods
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Term
Meme

Learning
Effort

Learning
Effort
Extensions

Lessons
Learned
Meta data

Organize
Knowledge
Peer Assist

Personalizati
on
Portal
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Definition
An idea or concept that can be communicated from person to person.
Memes are a basic element of thought and communication. Memes
transfer concepts, culture, ideas, and concepts in a contagions manner
between individuals. Richard Dawkins introduced the word "meme" in
his book “The Selfish Gene” -- a message-based replicator akin to the
gene that would be at the mechanism for the evolution of a culture the
way genes are at the mechanism for the evolution of an organism.
Knowledge Management Projects designed to demonstrate Knowledge
Management “in action,” as a way to increase knowledge about KM
practices and to illustrate the value of KM to overall organization.
We selected three Learning Efforts (LEs) based upon their contribution
to an organizations overall business goals, and based upon the degree
to which they demonstrate current or future KM capabilities.
Opportunities to apply lessons learned from Learning Efforts to other
business areas. There have been three types of Learning Effort
Extensions identified as of 1/1/02:
1. Reusable Research
2. Quantitative Application or Report Processing
3. Project Management
Lessons learned are insights, rules of thumb, or observations about a
process or activity. Lessons learned are only “learned” when new
behaviors are adopted as a consequence of learning.
Data about data. Meta data describes how and when and by whom a
particular set of data was collected, and how the data is formatted. Meta
data is essential for understanding information stored in data
warehouses.
Step two of five of the Knowledge Management Cycle. Package and
distribute knowledge to individuals and groups, particularly with
reciprocation.
Peer Assist is a knowledge-sharing process between veteran teams (or
SMEs) and a newly-formed project team. Peers provide insights, engage
in inquiry, and suggest dependencies or unresolved issues from related
projects. Peers may provide input on content (e.g., Vision) or process
(e.g., Project Schedule). Peer Assists are divided into three major
sections:
1. Presentation of Vision by new team
2. Review and analysis by Peer team
3. Consultation to new team
Software within the Portal Engine that enables Portal to present targeted
delivery of content through the use of metadata and business rules.
A customized, personalized, ever-changing mix of news, resources,
applications, and e-commerce options that becomes the desktop
destination for everyone in an organization -- and the primary vehicle by
which people do their work [reference: Fast Company]
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Term
Portal Engine

Search
Engine
Secured
Search
Social and
Organization
Network
Store
Knowledge
Structured
Knowledge
Tacit
Knowledge

Task
Network
Unstructured
Knowledge
Taxonomy

Use/Innovate
Knowledge
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Definition
Software that manages aggregation, presentation, and personalization
of content and services from disparate applications. It serves as the
central point for content and application assembling and the final Portal
page rendering.
Tools that use either key words (from a directory or taxonomy) or full-text
to locate documents or groups of documents.
See also Federated Search and Secured Search
Search process that restricts access to certain objects (repositories,
records, documents, etc.). The object could be identified, but not
accessible to the searcher, or the object could remain non-identified.
Type of Knowledge Map created by mapping how knowledge flows
through interpersonal encounters, communities, etc.
Step 4 of 5 in the Knowledge Management Cycle. Means for storing
knowledge for later access and use.
Knowledge that does naturally exist in fields or components. For
example, a press release (Unstructured) is free-text, versus a database,
that has standard fields for each record (Structured).
According to Davenport and Prusak in Working Knowledge (1998), tacit
knowledge is “complex knowledge developed and internalized by the
knower over a long period of time [and that is] almost impossible to
reproduce in a document or database. Such knowledge incorporates so
much accrued and embedded learning that its rules may be impossible
to separate from how an individual acts.” (p. 70)
See also Explicit Knowledge
Type of Knowledge Map created by mapping process-level information
flows, e.g., for coordination, decision-making, project documentation,
and linking to external entities
Knowledge that does not naturally exist in fields or components. For
example, a press release (Unstructured) is free-text, versus a database
that has standard fields for each record (Structured).
A systematic approach to classifying knowledge into a hierarchy of
ordered groups according to their natural and logical relationships. An
example taxonomy is musical instrument types – Woodwinds, Brass,
Percussion and Strings – all are high-level taxonomy categories. Within
each are specific instruments, such as Oboe, French Horn, Cymbal, and
Cello. But the taxonomy could include a second classification, such as
pitch (frequency) of the instrument, pairing high strings, like Violin, with
high Woodwinds, like piccolos. Within the B2X portal, taxonomies are
useful for individuals who are unfamiliar with the subject matter to
perform a search.
Step five of five of the Knowledge Management Cycle. Reuse
knowledge to make decisions or inform action.
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Directory

Work
Breakdown
Structure
(WBS)
Dictionary
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Definition
Also called an “Expert Finder.” A directory for finding Subject Matter
Contacts (SMC) and organizational groups to assist with projects,
solving problems, and finding knowledge.
Some directories are maintained by individuals (e.g. personal web
pages) and then linked into master databases that categorize and index
into a ‘user-friendly’ interface. Other directories are developed top-down
with agreed-upon structures and formal update processes to keep listing
up to date.
People using the directories typically search for a person or group based
on:
• skills,
• experience,
• customer contacts, or
• specific product or industry knowledge.
A Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) Dictionary is a set of definitions for
the steps in the team’s schedule, organized Milestones, Key Stage
Owners, etc.
A WBS Dictionary provides easy access to the original logic and
intention underlying the WBS steps in the Project schedule.
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Systems Inventory
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Enterprise: USAID
Title:

Score

Name of System

Bar/Scan

Department of State's
Real Property
Management System
(RPMS) and Standard
Transportation and
Tracking System (STATS)

Business Unit: Business Support

Date: July 25, 2002

Knowledge Management Systems Inventory
Description

Version No.: 1.0

Current volume of knowledge assets: over 100,000 documents comprising over 6 million pages, 10,000
online catalog citations, 450 journals and newsletters, 1000 reference items.

Business Owner / Technical Owner Capacity Number Criticality System Software System Platform
(Input) of Users (H/M/L)
Contact
/ Contact
H/M/L (Output)
Information
Information
H/M/L

USAID currently uses the COTS Bar/Scan
program for management of nonexpendable property in Washington.
Bar/Scan maintains an inventory of barcoded property. The program is being
piloted for use in missions as replacement
for the agency’s legacy NXP system. The
interface to the financial systems is
manual.
A system that can track the location of any
USAID shipment from the origination point
to the final destination from anywhere in
the world.

Mail Accounting and
Information List System
(MAILS)

PC

Non-Expendable Property The NXP program is USAID's custom
(NXP)
legacy property management system. It is
currently in use at many missions around
the world but is planned for replacement.
The interface to the financial systems is
manual.
Remedy system
M/IRM tracks ADP property using the
Remedy system

PC/LAN

The Vehicle Management
System (VMS) and the
Motor Vehicle Inventory
System

Travel Manager

The Vehicle Management System is used
in missions to manage and schedule motor
vehicle use, and the Motor Vehicle
Inventory System is used in USAID/W to
for motor vehicle property reporting
purposes.
The commercial off-the-shelf Travel
Manager program from GELCO is currently
used in the Washington Travel and
Transportation Office. It is being fielded to
missions. The interface to the financial
systems is manual.

PC/LAN

Enterprise: USAID
Title:

Score

Name of System

Date: July 25, 2002

Business Unit: Financial

Knowledge Management Systems Inventory
Description

AID Worldwide
Accounting and Control
System (AWACS).

AID Worldwide Accounting and Control
System (AWACS). AWACS contains the
agency's general ledger and reporting
functions as well as accounts payable,
accounts receivable, and funds
management. Phoenix will replace AWACS
as the agency's financial management
system, but AWACS will remain in use for
reporting historical data. AWACS will be
modified to protect the integrity of the
historical data. The historical reporting role
is expected to be transitioned to a data
repository after 2001, and AWACS will be
retired.
Budget (BUD)
The NMS Budget module will be retired as
of December 2000. Phoenix will handle
agency budget distribution and budget
execution. Support for agency budget
formulation will be provided through
spreadsheets and bureau systems until a
USAID acquires a standard budget
formulation system and integrates it with
Phoenix.
Country Financial
Summarized monthly reporting and
Reporting System (CFRS) Treasury reconciliation.

Version No.: 1.0

Current volume of knowledge assets: over 100,000 documents comprising over 6 million pages, 10,000
online catalog citations, 450 journals and newsletters, 1000 reference items.

Business Owner / Technical Owner Capacity Number Criticality System Software System Platform
(Input) of Users (H/M/L)
Contact
/ Contact
H/M/L (Output)
Information
Information
H/M/L
RS 6000 (UNIX)

RS 6000 (UNIX)

Mainframe

Department of Health and Letter of credit program. External interface
Human Services (DHHS)

Full Time Equivalency
(FTE)

Capability to report full-time equivalency
work years for OMB and OPM to be
replaced by reports provided through NFC
and Phoenix.

International Cooperative Department of State software used in
Washington and missions.
Administrative Support
Services (ICASS)

Mainframe

PC

Score

Name of System

Description

Loan/Grant system (L/G)

Business Owner / Technical Owner Capacity Number Criticality System Software System Platform
/ Contact
(Input) of Users (H/M/L)
Contact
Information
Information
H/M/L (Output)
H/M/L
PC

The MACS Auxiliary Ledger is a new
system that will provide a means of routing
MACS transaction data from the missions
to Washington for input to Phoenix. The
initial use will be for summarized monthly
reporting and Treasury reconciliation,
replacing the mainframe-based Country
Financial Reporting System (CFRS).
Subsequently, the auxiliary ledger will be
used to electronically feed mission
transactions into the Phoenix database in
Washington

SUN Solaris

MACS Voucher Tracking Automates voucher management payment
System (MACSTRAX)
scheduling.

SUN Solaris

Mission Accounting and
Control System (MACS)

MACS will remain the primary accounting
system for field missions worldwide until
replaced by Phoenix. MACS incorporates
allowance accounting, operating expense
accounting, and project accounting, but not
a general ledger.

SUN Solaris

Operations (Ops)

The NMS Program Operations module will
be retired as of December 2000. The
establishment of accounting structures for
strategic objectives will be done in Phoenix.
Strategic objective results will be reported
through the Review and Resource Request
(R4) that is sent annually from operating
units to Washington. Plans for providing for
standardized management tools and
results reporting mechanisms are still in the
formulation stage.

MACS Auxiliary Ledger

Score

Name of System

Description

Phoenix

Phoenix is the new core financial system of
USAID and is built around the AMS
Momentum® application and database. It
meets the agency's accounting and budget
execution requirements worldwide. The
standard ad-hoc reporting tool for use with
Phoenix is Business Objects.

Riggs National Bank

Used for servicing loans. External interface

TRAINET

Business Owner / Technical Owner Capacity Number Criticality System Software System Platform
/ Contact
(Input) of Users (H/M/L)
Contact
Information
Information
H/M/L (Output)
H/M/L

PC/Internet

Score

Enterprise: USAID

Business Unit: Knowledge Management

Title:

Knowledge Management Systems Inventory

Name of System

Description

Date: July 25, 2002

Version No.: 1.0

Current volume of knowledge assets: over 100,000 documents comprising over 6 million pages,
10,000 online catalog citations, 450 journals and newsletters, 1000 reference items.

Business Owner / Technical Owner Capacity Number Criticality System Software System Platform
(Input) of Users (H/M/L)
/ Contact
Contact
H/M/L (Output)
Information
Information
H/M/L

A
AFR/SD (www.afr-sd.org) The site was created to facilitate
understanding of the Africa Bureau’s Office
of Sustainable Development.
AG-NET Africa.
(http://agnet-africa.org)

3

Basis (A DBMS system)
CARPE
(http://carpe.umd.edu/)

Source of
Information

Knowledge
Management
Resource Guide

A
An electronic forum for networking and
information sharing among agribusiness
professionals and trade associations in
Eastern, Southern, and West Africa and
facilitates communication among African
agribusiness associations and their clients
and brings together African and United
States agribusiness and commodity
associations.
Agency Documents
PPC

Knowledge
Management
Resource Guide

H

CDIE Review

CARPE seeks to help identify and establish A
conditions and practices that will reduce
deforestation and biodiversity loss in the
Congo Basin. Clients include the donor
community working on Central Africa
environment issues, African governments
and NGOs, and citizens of Central Africa.

Knowledge
Management
Resource Guide

The Exchange (part of USAID’s EcoLinks
Clean Technology
program) promotes innovative environmenta
Exchange
(http://www.cleantechexch technology partnerships between the United
ange.org/)
States and Central and Eastern Europe and
Eurasia and is designed to enhance
transboundary dialogue among businesses
and municipalities in the E&E region and the
U.S. and to explore the possibilities of
applying new generations of E&E region's
environmental needs.

Knowledge
Management
Resource Guide

Correspondence Tracking
System (CTS)
0

TEIA Systems
Rqmts

Documentum
Web-based searchable access to about
PPC
100,000 agency-funded technical and
programmatic documents contributing to the
agency's institutional memory

PC/LAN
Target
Enterprise
Information
Architecture
Systems Design

Development Experience
System (DEXS)
--Confidential-DRAFT

Score

1

Name of System

Description

Business Owner / Technical Owner Capacity Number Criticality System Software System Platform
(Input) of Users (H/M/L)
/ Contact
Contact
H/M/L (Output)
Information
Information
H/M/L

Knowledge
Management
Resource Guide

The DOSA page (funded by
DOSA
(http://www.edc.org/INT/C USAID/BHR/PVO) is dedicated to helping
PVOs and NGOs develop new methods to
apDev/dosapage.htm)
identify organizational strengths and
weaknesses, interpret highly valuable data
generated by the process and to translate
findings into action plans for meaningful
change.
ANE
The goal of the East Asia and Pacific
EAPEI
(http://www.eapei.home.attEnvironmental Initiative is to improve
environmental management by building the
.net)
capacity to carry out environmental
protection and mitigation programs in East
Asia and the Pacific region. EAPEI
addresses regional and national
environmental challenges and promotes
sustainable environmental programs.
Web-based access to country development PPC
indicators and program sector statistical
information collected from 50 major
sources. SAS Internet applications
Economic and Social Data replaces mainframe version with same
Base (ESDB)
name.
Electronic Telephone
Directory (ETD)

Knowledge
Management
Resource Guide

L

PC/Intranet

Target
Enterprise
Information
Architecture
Systems Design

PC/LAN

Target
Enterprise
Information
Architecture
Systems Design

PC/LAN

Executive Actions and
Correspondence Tracking
System (ExACT)
FRAME
(http://www.frameweb.org/)

Source of
Information

FRAMEwork for the strategic analysis of
A
USAID’s environmental investments in
Africa for use by USAID and its partners,
particularly environmental practitioners. It
supports better decision-making in
environment and natural resources in Africa
by increasing the effectiveness of already
existing information. The site gives USAID a
variety of tools to validate and improve the
mix of programs within its overall portfolio.

Knowledge
Management
Resource Guide

--Confidential-DRAFT

Score

Name of System

Description

Business Owner / Technical Owner Capacity Number Criticality System Software System Platform
(Input) of Users (H/M/L)
/ Contact
Contact
H/M/L (Output)
Information
Information
H/M/L

Knowledge
Management
Resource Guide

The Girls’ Education Monitoring System
GEMS
(http://www.educategirls.c (GEMS) is developing procedures and tools
to promote dialogue among international
om/)
partners and to disseminate knowledge and
experiences through annual reviews and an
interactive website.
1

M/GC
Legal documents, opinions, and other
relevant legal and regulatory information.
This information is needed by the GCO
legal staff and the Regional Legal Advisors
(RLAs) in the field and is accessible
through the Intranet GCO web page. The
archive system provides a searchable
database of memoranda and significant emails. Access to the archives is password
General Counsel's Office protected and available only to agency legal
(GCO) archival database staff.
GTN
USAID’s Global Technology Network (GTN)
(http://www.usgtn.org/)
aims to match the technological needs of
companies in developing countries with
solutions from small- and medium-sized
U.S. companies. GTN facilitates the
transfer of technology and services from the
U.S. to countries worldwide through the
dissemination of trade leads.
KELP
(http://www.kelp.org/)

0

Source of
Information

M/IRM

L

Lotus Notes

Windows NT

Target
Enterprise
Information
Architecture
Systems Design
and Danny You

Knowledge
Management
Resource Guide

A
KELP acts as a catalyst for knowledge
exchanges and learning partnerships in the
area of sustainable NRM. It is seeks to
foster major improvements in African
institutions through: the integration of
instructional technologies into the research,
teaching, and learning processes, and the
increased flow of knowledge and experienc
between centers of learning in Africa and
the United States.

Knowledge
Management
Resource Guide

?Does this database contain information no M
stored elsewhere?

Target
Enterprise
Information
Architecture
Systems Design

National Archives and
Records Administration
Database (NARA)

--Confidential-DRAFT

Score

0

0

Name of System

Description

Business Owner / Technical Owner Capacity Number Criticality System Software System Platform
(Input) of Users (H/M/L)
/ Contact
Contact
H/M/L (Output)
Information
Information
H/M/L

The Tracker application was developed withA
NRM Tracker
(http://www.nrmtracker.org the overall objective of facilitating
information capture and sharing among
)
natural resource management workers and
researchers interested in improving
resource management through work with
local communities in Africa.
Automated records management system forPPC
official project files, containing
approximately 350,000 records of
Records Informaion
completed agency projects in either
Management System
microfiche or electronic form and including
(RIMS)
SBU information
Web-based access to about 10,000 USAID PPC
library catalog citations and access to
agency and commercial research services

Knowledge
Management
Resource Guide

Target
Enterprise
Information
Architecture
Systems Design
Target
Enterprise
Information
Architecture
Systems Design

Research and Reference
Services (R&RS)
RESON (http://www.afr- Provides technical and analytical services toA
sd.org:8000/reson/default. improve the management of environment
htm)
and natural resources programs (ENR) at
both the bilateral and national levels;
develop clear and measurable program
design and management plans; clarify the
development hypotheses of USAID ENR
programs; set up information systems to
measure and report the results achieved by
USAID/Africa ENR programs; and collect,
analyze and disseminate information to
assist USAID/AFR in managing the
reengineering process within ENR.

2

RFNET
(http://www.rfnet.org)
SIRSI (Library System)
USAEP/ETNA
(www.usaep.org)

Knowledge
Management
Resource Guide

An informal, moderated email discussion PPC
group on USAID reengineering and results
frameworks.
Resources used for the library
The USAEP’s Environmental Technology
Network for ASIA (ETNA) links US
environmental technology and services
providers to Asian counterparts. The USAsia Environmental Partnership has
successfully connected thousands of
Asians and Americans for their mutual
benefit thought business counseling,
exchanges, networking opportunities,
technical training, and other activities.

Source of
Information

Knowledge
Management
Resource Guide

PPC
ANE

M

--Confidential-DRAFT

CDIE Review
Knowledge
Management
Resource Guide

Score

Name of System

0

0

USAID Extranet
(usaid.net)
USAID Internet
(usaid.gov) and
(http://library.info.usaid.go
v)

Description

Business Owner / Technical Owner Capacity Number Criticality System Software System Platform
(Input) of Users (H/M/L)
/ Contact
Contact
H/M/L (Output)
Information
Information
H/M/L

The Extranet enables USAID and partner M
organizations to host applications and web
sites. Content is a function of the
applications and projects, and the
sponsoring organizations provide the data.
Most information on the Extranet will
eventually be made public but requires
limited distribution while it is being compiled
and edited. Access control capabilities are
IP address/domain restriction, user id and
password, authentication (token or
certificate-based), and encryption of stored
and in-transit data.

Lotus Notes, chat
rooms, forums,
email, directory,
web searching,
firewall

SUN SPARC,
Solaris and
Windows NT

Source of
Information

Target
Enterprise
Information
Architecture
Systems Design

LPA

Target
Enterprise
Information
Architecture
Systems Design

LPA

Target
Enterprise
Information
Architecture
Systems Design

USAID/PPC’s pilot website for promoting PPC
USAID Results
dialogue among USAID staff, implementing
(http://www.usaidresults.or partners, and practitioners about USAID
g/)
programs and policies.
eRoom Technology, Inc. The eRoom digital workplace is considered M
a sixth-generation collaborative application.
The tool is currently in use within IRM as a
collaboration and management tool
assisting in the worldwide deployment of
Microsoft Windows 2000. eRoom is
considered a cross-enterprise collaborative
environment that integrates enterprise
systems and platforms and mission-critical
business processes, providing a unified
environment for complex project work and
business initiatives.

Knowledge
Management
Resource Guide

0

USAID Intranet
(info.usaid.gov)

--Confidential-DRAFT

Score

Name of System

Web Surveyor, Inc.

Description

Business Owner / Technical Owner Capacity Number Criticality System Software System Platform
(Input) of Users (H/M/L)
/ Contact
Contact
H/M/L (Output)
Information
Information
H/M/L

WebSurveyor offers all the tools you need t
create, publish, announce and analyze
results from online surveys easily, quickly,
and professionally. Most importantly, the
tool allows the developer to easily control th
survey’s appearance, quickly create useful
and meaningful reports, and manage the lis
of respondents.

Akiva Idea Technologies WebBoard Conferencing Server discussion
forum and collaborative software is
considered one of the most powerful and
easy to use message board tools in the
marketplace. WebBoard was one of the
earliest vehicles for threaded discussions
on the Internet and has been used to launch
of thousands of successful online
communities worldwide. WebBoard has
been particularly successful at USAID by
supporting numerous, and highly
successful, “chats” among the Mission
Systems Managers worldwide.
Oracle 9i

Portal Software

--Confidential-DRAFT

Source of
Information

Score

Date: July 25, 2002

Enterprise: USAID

Business Unit: Human Resources

Title:

Knowledge Management Systems Inventory

Name of System

Description

Time and Attendance
Conversion System
(TACS)
Agency Locator System
(LCTRS)

Version No.: 1.0

Current volume of knowledge assets: over 100,000 documents comprising over 6 million pages, 10,000
online catalog citations, 450 journals and newsletters, 1000 reference items.

Business Owner / Technical Owner Capacity Number Criticality System Software System Platform
Contact
/ Contact
(Input) of Users (H/M/L)
Information
Information
H/M/L (Output)
H/M/L

PC MS Access version replaces mainframe
version with same name. Requires data
interface to NFC.
American Electronic Time Washington and missions. Modified to
and Attendance (AETA)
interface with NFC; modification to use FTP
program
instead of CSS required. Future
replacement is TBD.
Department of Agriculture USAID has cross-serviced its personnel
NFC
and payroll processes for USDH employees
to NFC. The NFC systems, which execute
at the NFC's New Orleans facility and at the
USAID Washington facility, maintain
personnel records, process employee time
and attendance data, and transact payroll
services. The payroll accounting interface
to Phoenix is automated.

PC

Equal Opportunity
Program (EOP)

Mainframe

SAS reports replaced by NFC reports and
data access. Historical data migration from
mainframe to data repository required.

PC

Financial Disclosure
Tracking System (FDTS)
Foreign Service (FS)
Assignment System
Mission Staffing Pattern
(MSP)
New American Payroll
System (NAPS)
Position Management
(COHO from AVUE )

PSC Personnel and
Payroll Systems
Revised Automated
Manpower & Personnel
System (RAMPS)

Mainframe
Provides central reporting of all agency
personnel (USDH and FSN)
Legacy payroll

PC and Intranet
IBM Mainframe

Supports job classification and position
descriptions. The fielding is restricted to
Washington, and the system does not
handle FS positions. AVUE may eventually
be able to offer the agency a system to
handle FS positions.

Used to manage other human resources
information

IBM Mainframe

Enterprise: USAID
Title:

Score

Name of System

Acquisition and
Assistance (A&A)

Knowledge Management Systems Inventory
Description

The A&A system will be interfaced to
Phoenix and will continue to be used in
Washington to support procurement until a
replacement procurement system is
implemented and integrated with Phoenix

Mission Procurement
MPICS is the data entry mechanism for
Action Reporting (MPICS) USAID field missions to enter their past
and current A&A data into a single
database for USAID/W reporting purposes.
MPICS software has been provided to all
40 missions with a full Contracting Office
and by October 2001 is expected to be
operational at all missions.
Solicitation and Award
Document Generation

Date: July 25, 2002

Business Unit: Procurement

Procurement Automation Institute (PAI)
Award DGS. Assemble solicitations and
awards in USAID/W and the missions. This
program is to be replaced by ProDoc and
RegSearch from Distributed Solutions Inc.
(DSI).

Version No.: 1.0

Current volume of knowledge assets: over 100,000 documents comprising over 6 million pages, 10,000
online catalog citations, 450 journals and newsletters, 1000 reference items.

Business Owner / Technical Owner Capacity Number Criticality System Software System Platform
(Input) of Users (H/M/L)
Contact
/ Contact
H/M/L (Output)
Information
Information
H/M/L
RS 6000 (UNIX)

PC

Enterprise: USAID
Title:

Score

Name of System

Operations (Ops)

Date: July 25, 2002

Business Unit: Program Operations

Knowledge Management Systems Inventory
Description

The NMS Program Operations module will
be retired as of December 2000. The
establishment of accounting structures for
strategic objectives will be done in Phoenix.
Strategic objective results will be reported
through the Review and Resource Request
(R4) that is sent annually from operating
units to Washington. Plans for providing for
standardized management tools and
results reporting mechanisms are still in the
formulation stage.

Version No.: 1.0

Current volume of knowledge assets: over 100,000 documents comprising over 6 million pages, 10,000
online catalog citations, 450 journals and newsletters, 1000 reference items.

Business Owner / Technical Owner Capacity Number Criticality System Software System Platform
Contact
/ Contact
(Input) of Users (H/M/L)
Information
Information
H/M/L (Output)
H/M/L
RS 6000 (UNIX)
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USAID Knowledge Management Focus Group Results
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7.5

Sample KM Metrics from the Department of the Navy

Business Objectives:

•
Leverage expertise and experience
•
Leverage lessons learned
•
Increase productivity and efficiency
•
Improve quality and speed of technical decisions about product development
•
Reduce product development/maintenance lifecycle
•
Reduce total ownership cost
•
Improve business intelligence
•
Increase customer satisfaction
•
Improve management of risk
•
Leverage capabilities and expertise of suppliers and partners (and customers)
•
Foster innovation/improve product innovation
KM Initiatives
System Measures
Output Measures
Communities of Practice
•
Latency (response times)
•
Usefulness survey
•
Real time collaboration
•
Number of downloads
•
Anecdotes
•
Number of hits to the site
•
Attrition rate for members
versus non-members
•
Dwell time per page or section
•
Number of “apprentices”
•
Usability survey
mentored by experienced
•
Frequency of use
colleagues
•
Navigation path analysis
•
Number of help desk calls
•
Number of users
•
Frequency of use
•
Percentage of total employees
using system
•
Number of contributions
•
Frequency of update
•
Ratio of the number of members to
the number of contributors
(conversion rate)
•
Number of members

Outcome Measures
•
Savings and/or improvement in
organizational quality and efficiency
•
Captured organizational memory
•
Reduced attrition rate for community
members

USAID Knowledge Management: A Best Practice Analysis

KM Initiatives
Special Interest Group

Expertise Directory

Lessons Learned Database
•
Lessons about “doing the work”
Portal

Collaborative Systems
•
For design
•
Including shared work repositories

Page 69

System Measures
•
Common Measures
•
Number of contributions
•
Frequency of update
•
Ratio of the number of members to
the number of contributors
(conversion rate)
•
Number of members
•
Common Measures
•
Number of contributions
•
Frequency of update
•
Common Measures
•
Number of contributions
•
Frequency of update
•
Common Measures
•
Searching precision and recall
•
Usage of personalization features
•
Frequency of general search
versus use of predefined links
•
Number of users with the portal as
their “home page”

Output Measures
•
Common Measures
•
Attrition rate for members
versus non-members
•
Number of “apprentices”
mentored by experienced
colleagues

Outcome Measures
•
Savings and/or improvement in
organizational quality and efficiency
•
Captured organizational memory
•
Reduced attrition rate for community
members

•
•

Common Measures
Time to find relevant expert

•

Savings and/or improvement in
organizational quality and efficiency

•
•

Common Measures
Time to find relevant expert

•

Savings and/or improvement in
organizational quality and efficiency

•
•

Common Measures
Printed communications cost
(reduced costs for printed
newsletters)
Time spent “gathering”
information

•

Reduced time to find relevant
information
Reduced training time or learning
curve (if portal is used to integrate
multiple separate systems)

•
•
•

•
•

Common Measures
Number of projects
collaborated on
Time lost due to program
delays
Number of new products
developed
Value of sales from products
created in the last 3-5 years
Average learning
curve/employee
Proposal response times
Proposal “win” rates

•

•

Common Measures
Network reliability/quality of service
Number of patents/trademarks
produced
Number of articles written plus
number of conference
presentations/employee

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
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•

•
•
•

Reduced cost of product
development, acquisition and/or
maintenance
Reduction in the number of program
delays
Faster response to proposals
Reduced learning curve for new
employees

7.6

Sample Portal Interfaces

7.6.1

Nokia: The FutureWatch Process For Knowledge Management

Nokia’s Futurewatch program employs knowledge management in the service of one of its
strategic capabilities: product innovation and development. Knowledge management methods
and tools reduce the cycle time required to go from the generation of new product ideas to the
commercialization of new products.

Future Watch
Teams

All Team Leaders
+CI

NHO Strategy

BG Corporate
Planners

FW Team A

Input to
Scenarios,
Dedicated
Seminars

Leader

FW Team B
Leader

Hot Topics

FW Team C

(from each
team and 5
topics/month)

Leader

Horizon
Industry
Development
Database
Presentation

Joint
Meetings

Industry
Review
Executive
Board
Monthly
Executive Board
Presentations

FW Team D
Leader
Sample Document
Title:
Author:
Publication:
Date/Page:
Keywords:
Contributor:

Competitive
Intelligence
Nokia

Summary Contents
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7.6.2
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Ernst & Young Knowledge Management Process Tools

E&Y’s Center for Business Knowledge (CBK) delivers knowledge management services to
E&Y’s consultants. The CBK staff uses standard process and tools to capture, organize, store,
and distribute knowledge throughout the E&Y enterprise.
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7.6.3

Page 72

Chevron Portal Information Source Personalization

Chevron’s my.chevron knowledge portal allows users to customize their desktop interface by
selecting from a wide variety of available information sources. The portal’s personalization
features allow employees to balance their need for information with their need to control
“information overload.”
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7.6.4

Page 73

Shell Competitor Intelligence KnowledgeHouse

Shell’s competitive intelligence knowledge portal (KnowledgeHouse) delivers a wide variety of
intelligence-related knowledge sources to SSI employees: news sources, competitive profiles,
discussion groups, external analysis, etc.
Level Set Components –
those sections in which
users can visit to obtain a
working knowledge
regarding CI. Users are
highly encouraged to have
this basic knowledge before
using the other components
of the system.
Research Components –
the common characteristics
of modules in this row is that
every piece of information
that sits in these modules
originate from secondary
research or published
information.
Knowledge Management
Components – those
sections in which the Core
Audience – in some form –
shares its knowledge with
other members of the core
Audience.

Competitor Intelligence concerns itself with the current and proposed activities of competitors. Contains
summaries on the Tier 1, Emerging, Regional and Niche competitors in the IT Services marketplace.
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7.6.5
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Xerox Direction: Towards a Knowledge-Sharing Culture

Xerox has built knowledge management methods, tools, and practices into the Xerox Culture
and Management Model—the framework for how Xerox conducts business. The foundation of
this model is the Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award criteria, which includes elements for
leadership, human resources, business process management, and knowledge and information.
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7.6.6
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Siemens KM Framework

How the six dimensions are linked to the organization, its knowledge and objectives.
Siemens Knowledge Management employs a KM framework consisting of a six-dimensioned
metrics that are linked to the organization, its knowledge and objectives.

metrics
business transformation

to Knowledge
Enterprise

Objectives
• improved enterprise performance
• improved business practices
throughout the extended enterprise
• growth via new (knowledge) business

instruments
new
organization

people/groups
active in KM

content
structures
basics
Knowledge
(or Intellectual Capital or
Organizational Memory & Learning)

Vision:

Knowledge sharing
and creation
processes ramp-up
and operate with best
performance wherever
needed. The best
knowledge is applied
and traded on a
world-class level.
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7.6.7
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PwC E-Business KnowledgeSource

PwC supports its strategic objective to become to be the leader in E-business consulting
services with its E-Business KnowledgeSource (EBKS) intranet tool. EBKS delivers highquality, updated information to PwC’s E-business practitioners, including a reference library,
proposal development tools, project case histories, discussion tools, an expert yellow pages,
etc.
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7.6.8
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US Army

The Army Judge Advocate Generals (JAG) office has a specialized online CoP portal dealing
with legal issues.
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7.6.9
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Sample JAG Pages:
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7.6.10 Army Medical Officers Portal
This specialized portal links Army medical officers together in an online CoP.
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7.6.11 Deputy Commander for Administration Portal
This portal links Army Deputy Commanders for Administration together within an online CoP.
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7.6.12 Army Joint Training Lesson Learned
This portal links training officers and participants together and provides a range of information
for officers going into battle.
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7.6.13 Department of Navy’s Procurement Portal, Example: the eLearning Portal
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7.6.14 Department of State CoP Portal (Pilot)
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7.6.15 Indian Health Service, Third Party Billing CoP (Highly Specialized)
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NASA Portal
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7.6.16 DOT Federal Highway Administration, CoP Portal
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